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CHAPl'ER I 
TIITRODUCTION 
Developments in Utah's Dairy Industry 
Production and distribution have become centralized 
During the last two decades , Utah's market milk industry hall 
changed from one of local processing and distribution by small-scale 
plants to one of state-wide distribution by large- scale dairies. At 
present, four large producer cooperatives control most of the state's 
market milk and six large processing plants accounts for more than 80 
percent of the state's fluid milk sales. 
Along with centralized processing and distribution has also come 
some centralization of production. Gtatistics recently published by 
Utah State University show that in 1957, 56 percent of the market milk 
produced in the state came from the five counties of Cache , Utah , Weber, 
Salt Lake, and Sunnit (13 , p. 8)*. These same five counties accounted 
for over 50 percent of the increase in total production of market milk 
between 19L8 and 1957 (13 , p. 9) . 
Production has increased at a faster rate than population 
Production of market milk in Utah has increased substantially during 
the last two decades. \·,'hen production figures for 19L8 and 1959 are can-
pared, it can readily be seen that Utah producers have not only been 
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to references listed at the end of thesis. 
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swit ch i nr to Grane A production but have else substantially increased 
over -al l production (table 1 ) . The importance of this trend can bet ter 
be seen when compared percentage wise to population growth and per capita 
consumption of fluid milk (table 1), Purchases of Grade A Milk increesed 
125 percent between 1948 and 1959, while Utsh population increased only 
35 percent . 
Table 1. Utah population, purchases of milk by dairy plants from Utsh 
farmers, and U.S. per capita consumption, 1948 and 1959 
Item 1948 
Utah population,thousands of persons •••••• 6538 
1959 Change 
88o& +227 
Percent-
age change 
+35% 
Plant receipts of Grade A milk from Utsh 
dairy farme rs, millions of pounds •.•• 199b 447° +248 +125% 
Plant receipts of manufacturing grade 
milk from Utah farmers, mill ions b 
of pounds ••••••••• •.•••••• ••••••••••• 307 23SO - 72 - 2.3% 
Total plant receipts from Utah farmers , 
u.s. 
millions of pounds .............. . .... 506c 682C +176 +35% 
per capita consumption of fluid 
milk a~ cream, pounds • .••••• ••••••• • 355° 348° 
- 7 - 2% 
8 Bureau of the Census, Current Populati on Reports - Population 
Estimates , U.S. Department of Commerce . 
~/ells M, Allred and T, I . Gunn1 Hide Variation Set ween Counties in 
Production of Grade A !!ilk, Utah Agr. EXji, Sta. Farm and Home Sci., 
11:73, 85-86, 1953. 
CAgricultural Marketing Service , U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
Per capita purchases exceed per capita consumption 
Per capita purchases of Grade A milk by dairy pl ants fran Utah 
farmers changed f r om 305 pounds i n 1948 to 508 pounds in 1959, an increase 
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of 66.6 percent. During this same period of tine , the U.S. average per 
capita consumption of fluid milk and cream remained relatively cons tant. 
If per capita consu!nption is about the same in Utah as in the United 
States, a surplus of 160 pounds of Grade A milk existed in 1959 for every 
person in Utah. 
Even if Utah's per capita consumption were slightly higher than the 
U. S. average, the figures show that plant purchases of market milk have 
and are greatly exceeding local demand. This excess market milk must 
either be shipped out-of-state as nuid milk or go into manufacturing 
and therefore receive a lower price . 
Utilization of market milk for fluid purposes has decreased 
It is not surprisl.ng then that during recent ye ars, Utah deirymen 
have been looking acros s state borders for markets. At present, fluid 
milk products are being shipped into Arisona, Colorado , Idaho, Nevada , 
New Mexico, and Wyaning . Although these out-of-state shipments increased 
.t'ran 25 million pound a in 1952 to 41 million pounds in 1957 (13, p. 21), 
a recent study at Utah State University shows that fluid utilization of 
market milk in Utah has been steadily decreasing (table 2). Results of 
the study point out that the market milk industry has gone fran a favor-
able supply-consumption balance in 1948 to one of considerable excess 
supply in 1957 (13, p. 3). The actual drop in fluid utilization was 
fran 85 percent to 64 percent. The study further pointed out that unless 
sanething is done to bring fluid sales into balance with plant receipts, 
the Utah dairy industry will continue to be faced with price depreslling 
surpluses (13, p. 3). 
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Table 2, Utili zation of market milk, Utah plants, 1948 , 19~2 , and 1957 
Year 
1948 
1952 
1957 
Utilization• 
Percentage used 
Plant Fluid milk Non-fluid as fluid 
receipts• and crear.1 uses milk and cream 
million million million 
pounds pounds pounds 
195 165b 3ae 85 
287 205° 828 71 
401 25_sd l46B 6« 
~oes not include milk handled by L.D. S. Welfare dairies . 
bB1sed on estimated consumption of plant sales of fluid milk and 
cream of 243 pounds per capita, a Utah population of 653 1 0001 
and estimated out-of-state fluid milk and cream sales by plants 
of 10 million pounds, · 
Csaaed on estimated consumption of plant sales of fluid milk and 
cream of 245 pounds per capita, a Utah population of 730,000, 
and out-of-state fluid milk and cream sales by plants of 
2: , 303 , 000 pounds. 
dBased on actual consumption of plant sales of fluid milk and 
cream of 254 pounds pE'r capita, a Utah population of 840,000, 
and out-of-state fluid milk and cream sales by plants of 
41, 837,000 pounds. 
8 Plant receipts less fluid milk and cream sales. 
Source: (13 1 P• 15) 
Initiation of federal regulation 
An attempt on the part of the larger producer cooperatives in Utah 
to bring at least some temporary relief from the decreasing utilization 
might be seen from their asking for the initiation of government regula-
tion. In November 19591 Federal Order No, 63 came into effect and provided 
for a monthl y market wide pool of all producer milk and the computation of 
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e u•1 iform price based upon the narket Class I (fluid) utili zatl on . Each 
producer or pr oducer cooperative i n the area was thus as sured of receiv-
i ng the same price for their milk as any other producer or producer co-
operative regardless of the individual fluid uti lization of the plant 
receiving the milk . At the same time, nonpool plants have to pay into 
the pool the difference between Class I price and manufacturing price 
on ell fluid products which they sell in the marketing area. Even with 
this equalizing of the surplus burden among the majority of the market 
ni lk producers in the state, fluid utilization of regulated producer milk 
i n 1960 will only be about 6L percent (25). 
A further attempt to minimize price depressing surpluses has recently 
been incorporated in the federal order procram by request of the producers . 
This is a market-wide base end e~cess plan which will tend to help balance 
the monthly production throughout the ye ar and discourape production above 
the base limit. Al so an attempt is beinG made to increase the number of 
regulated handl ers and the size of the marketing area to further equalize 
the burden of the surplus fluid milk . 
Expansion of markets would increase returns 
The federal order program , at the most, can only help minimize further 
i ncreases in surplus fluid milk. It cannot increase demand. The factors 
which could do so are (a) a more rapid increase in population than pro-
duction , (b) an expansion of out-of-state markets , and (c) a greater per 
capita consumption . Since Utah ' s population has been increasing less 
than milk production, the first foetor appears an unlikely means of bring-
ing relief. Greater per capita consumption is a possibi lity, but the 
r ecent trend has been dotmward. Of the three 1 expansion i nto new msrket5 
appears to be t he quickest and mo&t likely means to increase returns to 
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Utah ' s dai r y industr y . 
f actors limiting market expansjon 
Under given orice and cost conditions , three principle limiting 
factors to market expansion or more widespread competition on the fluid 
milk markPt are t ransportat ion cost8 , trade barriers , and perishability 
of the product. Even when transportation cost on whole milk is not such 
as to eliminate all profit on outer market sales, trade barriers (health 
regulations, milk orders or comissions , etc .) will often prevent any 
movement of milk fron takinc place . 
Likewise, the perishable nature of whole milk requires that fairly 
rapid disposition be made if high product quality is to be main tained , 
This is sometimes hard to do on new markets . 
Concentrated m.lk Could Expand Harketing Areas 
Descr iption of concentr ated milk 
Concentrated milk (sometimes called multimilk or 3 in 1 milk) is a 
product made by reducing fresh whole milk to one-third its original vol-
ume . ..'hen mixed with two parts water, it again becomes equivalent to 
whole milk with all nutriti onal elements. 
The two types of concentrated milk that appear the most promising 
are fresh and sterile. Fresh concentrated milk is usually packaged and 
marketed in either quart or third- quart containers and must be kept 
refrigerated just as is fresh whole milk . Sterile concentrate, like 
evaporated milk, is packaged in cans ~1ich usually do not require re-
frigeration and so can move in channels of distribution which are typical 
of good products other than fresh fluid milk . Not to be confused with 
evaporated milk, sterile differs in three aspects: (a) it is concentrated 
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3 to 1 instead of 2 for 1 like evaporated; (b) it is sterilized before 
being canned, instead of after; and (c) the process is such that sterile 
concentrate is relatively free fro~ the carmel or cooked flavor char-
acteristic of evaporated milk (2b , p . L) . 
Market advantage 
Because of its reduced bulk, concentrated milk can be transported 
for about one-third the cost of an equivalent emount of whole milk . 
In addition, concentrated milk, especially sterile, has a keeping 
quality superior to that of whole milk and appears more likely to cross 
trade barriers. This means that concentrated milk might be a means by 
which Utah processors could broaden markets and perhaps increase income, 
both to themselves and their oroducers. On the other hand, the possibility 
exists that concentrate could also be a means by which other areas of 
surplus production might enter western ~arkets and perhaps outcompete 
Utah milk. 
Objectives of this Study 
The objectives of this study are to estimate and to evaluate the 
possible competltive position of Utah concentrated milk on western markets 
as compared to that of whole milk ann conc~ntrated milk from other supoly-
ing areas. 
In fulfilling these objectives the author recognizes the following 
l imitations: (a) concentrated milk is s relatively new product upon 
which testa are not yet conclusive, and (b) present or past data are 
used to evaluate future possibilities . This study, however, attempts 
to bring together thoughts and figures pertaining to concentrated milk 
and its potentials that wil l serve as a basis for further analysis by 
those concerned with i ts impact on western markets . 
Uethod of Procedure and Source of Data 
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Since the effect which concentrate might have on Ut~~·s dairy in-
dustry depends , to a large extent , on the price at wbich processors in 
Utah and other producing areas ca n place the oroduct on the market , the 
objecti ves will be accomplished princj pally by developing and then com-
paring probable prices on selected western markets of Utah produced 
fresh whole milk, f r esh concentrate, and sterile concentrate with prices 
of similar products of local origin and fro:~ other producing areas . To 
determine possible competing areas and potential narkets , consideration 
11Ul be given to supply arrl demand in western and midwestern 
states . To provide a background for thi s study and to aid in making a 
correct analysis, an extensive review will be made of l iterature per-
taining to concentrated milk . 
Producer and retail milk prices as well as oroduction and consump-
tion figures will be obtained from government and state publications . 
Processing and handling costs which will be used, with exception of a 
few minor adjustments, are those reported in published research material. 
Information on transportation costs will be obtained by personally con-
tacting milk dealers, transporters ~nd terriff agencies. other informa-
tion on competition, consumer acceptance of concentrated milk , demand 
and supply , and trade barriers Will be obtained fran published material 
and from personal solicitation. 
CHAPTER ll 
REVIE\! OF LITE!lATURE DE/,LD!G \li TH FRESH 
AND STERILE CONCENTP..ATED •!ILK 
Development, Use , and Market Acceptance 
9 
Concentrated milk has been the subject of numerous articles, many 
speculations, arrl a good deal of research. As early as 193L, an article 
describing methods for production of fresh concentrate appeared in Dairy 
~ (27). During the same year, a fresh concentrated milk under the 
title of Duo- Rich Milk was introduced briefly on the market . From then 
until after World liar II, apparently little was done with the perfecting 
of concentrated milk . In 1949, Trout and ,uackenbush (44) reported the 
experi."'ental marketing of fresh concentrated milk by ~lichigan State 
Colleee. 
In 1950 and 1951 fresh concentrated milk was introduced on various 
eastern and midwestern markets (26 , 45, 19, and )6) . Although the public 
apparently liked the milk, these ventures, for the Most osrt , were un-
successful . A 1953 summ ary of sales in seven feder al order markets 
showed peak sales of the concentrate usually occurred within the first 
few months of i tsintroduction (39). The typical trend was for sales to 
fall off sharply to insignificant proportions during the succeeding 
months and to terminate altogether within one or two years . 
The Department of Dairy Industry of Iowa State University began 
marketing fresh concentrate in rural areas in July of 1951 (46) . 
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Consumer acceptance was reported to be good even though concentrate sold 
at the same price per quart equivalent as regular milk . In rural areas 
concentrate was found to have an advantage over regular >rhole milk in 
that its reduced bulk mede it possible for a snall truck to deliver 
enough concentrate for a large route of customers. At a recent dairy 
conference, however , Professor Iverson of Iowa State University men-
tioned that the use of concentrate in half and half, in low fat milks, 
in ice cream mixes, and for storage of high quality milk solids for 
short periods may be more important than retail sales (L2, p. 39). 
In July of 1951, Safeway Stores, Inc. began selling fresh concen-
trated milk in some of its California stores at two cents per quart 
equivalent under legal minimum prices (L3, p. 120). The proportion of 
concentrate to total milk sales i n Safeways' San Francisco area stores 
increased from 20 percent in 1952 to 31 percent in 1958 (3, p. 8). In 
1958 four other firma also began to sell fresh concentrate in California 
(9 , p. B). 
In 1951 the u. S. Navy entered into a contract with a company in the 
Chicago milkshed for delivery of fresh concentrate to the Key Uest Naval 
Base in Florida (7, p. 11 238 ) . D¢th Navy and company officials reported 
a high degree of acceptance of the reconstituted concentrated milk . 
In a study by the Army at Fort Bliss, Texas, fresh concentrated 
milk trucked in bulk from l·lisconein was found to arrive in satiBfactory 
condition for consumption (33 1 p. 20). Among the soldiers participating 
in the tests, no significant difference was found between the acceptability 
of the concentrate as compared to fresh whole milk . 
Parker and Harris (39) report that personnel of the U. S. Armed Forces 
at forei gn stations are being supplied with fresh concentrated milk at the i r 
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bases. Clay (11 , p. 56) reported considerable use of concentrate on navy 
vessels leaving U. s . for extended cruises. 
In February of 1957, tne Pure ~!ilk Association of Chicago began 
processing and selling fresh concentrated milk at tneir Kar18asville, 
rlisconsin plant (171 p. 15). Besides the sales being made to a group 
of stores in northern Illinois and soutnern Wisconsin , the firm also 
shipped concentrate to lftcaragua (9, p. 8). In early 1960, however, dis-
tribution of fresh concentrate by tnis firm was terminated because tne 
plant facilities were needed for fluid operations and because trade bar-
riers had prevented increasing operations to a point where the concentrate 
could be offered at a price less than that of fresh whole milk (L2, p. 39). 
Several years ago Cache Valley Dairy Association of &nithfield, Utah 
and the Upper Snake River Dairyman's Association of Idaho Falls both 
placed fresh concentrated milk on the market in Idaho Falls, Idaho. ice 
of both concentrates was reported to be about the same per quart equivalent 
a11 that on fresh 'Whole milk. Neither product enjoyed any sales 11Ucce11a 
and processing stopped. 
Two Canadian firms are reportedly selling fresh concentrated milk to 
points many miles distant in northern Canada and receiving good consumer 
acceptance (9, p. 8). 
One firm in ~linnesota is selling from one to three tank loads of 
fresh concentrated milk daily to markets as far away as 1200 miles to be 
made into ice crea~ (9, P• 8) . 
Bartlett reported that at least 20 institutions, including private 
firms and universities, have been engaged in research to develop a sterile 
concentrated milk or a whole milk powder and that at least three plants for 
processi ng it are being built (9, p. 8) . 
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A sterile concentrated milk developed by Dr. E. 0. Herreid of the 
University of Illinois has been put through a taste test in which 43 per-
cent of those drinking fresh milk thought that it was sterile concentrate 
nnd 23 percent of those drinking reconstituted sterile thought that the 
sterile wee fresh milk. The sterile concentrate used in this test had 
been stored in cane for two months at 70 degrees F. 
A sterile concentrate has been under development at the University 
of Wisconsin for several years (24 , p. 3J 12 1 p. 7; 41, p. 3). A recent 
test showed the follawing results (24 1 p. 4): 
(a) Sterile concentrate compared favorably with fresh whole milk in 
color and odor . It was deocribed as somewhat creamier or richer in feeling . 
(b) Many judges could not differentiate it fran hanogenized whole 
milk when reconstituted and refrigerated overnight. When r efrigerated for 
only an hour , one-half of the judges could identify it as different . 
(c) Sterile concentrate which had been refrigerated for three months 
was found to be quite acceptable. Storage at higher temperatures allowed 
development of a cooked flavor . 
The Maryland and Virginia Milk Producers Ass 1 n. 1 according t o manager 
I . B. Hooper (10 1 p. 60) 1 is already selling thousands of gallons of sterile 
milk to the armed forces arx! will start producing sterile ice cream and 
milk shake mixes during 1960. 
Major Brands, Inc. of Chicago, j s putting out sterile chocolate milk 
drink 1 eggnog, and an B- ounce can of 18 percent tabl e cream through their 
plant at Corning, Iowa (42 1 p. 40) . Vice- president A. P. Stewart says 
that the company will be selling sterile concentrated milk in 200 stores 
by July 11 1960 (101 p. 60). 
Scientists at Michigan State University are working on a method of 
cold sterilization of :nilk by me ans of an electror. bean Benerator that 
wo•1ld fire electrons at l'lilk et high speeds to kill spoilage orga m sms 
(15 , P• 90 ) . 
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One branch of the military s ervice has accepted steril e concentrate 
for use as a beverage after being held under refrigeration for 90 days 
or in froz~n form for 180 days (3, p . 8 ) . 
Machines for sterilizing and asepti c packaging of sterile milk or 
nilk products have been set up and are in operation at Fairfield , Iowa; 
:1enanonie , riisco'lsin; Saratoga Spr ings , ~rew York ; and Visalia , California 
(4 ) . 
Factors Underl ying Consumer Acceptance 
Flavor 
Pesulta of ver' .ous t aste tests were mentioned i n the above section 
on developr1ent . Fr om the nany te s ts that have bee'1 made, Froker (24 , p . S) 
feels it reasonable to conclude t hat concentra te , ~rhen pr operly handled 
ann r econstituted , is s atisfactory in tas te to a great meny peopl e . At a 
recent dairy c onference , Day (10 , p . 60) reported that some folks noticed 
a slight nut flavor t o the sterHe concentrate , but did not object to it. 
Dairy scient i sts at the University of \lisconsin (37, p . ll69) admit that 
at t~nes sterile concentrate has a slicht cooked f lavor , but feel tha t as 
techniques improve , this defec t will be eliminated . 
Keeping quality 
In the case of fresh concentrate , ~~e Navy found that it generall y 
remained in good condition for at least two weeks when refrigerated (39) . 
~.!~other report states that prior to reconstitution , fresh c oncentrate will 
keep for three >Ieeke if kept under 40 degrees F., or several months at 
below zero temperatures (11, p . 23). f1te r reconstitution , the keeping 
quality of fresh concentrate is renorted to be nine days as cOMpared to 
seven days for regul ar ml.lk when both are kept refr igerated (ll , p. 23 
and 19) . IoHa State University attributes this slight advantage in 
keeping quality to the more draetic heat treatments the concentrate re-
ceives as COMpared to regular pasteurized milk (46 , p . 10) . 
In two tests on sterile concentrate , one where it was held in cans 
for t wo months at 70 degrees F. and one where it was held refrigerated for 
three months, the product was found quite acceptable (16, p. 198 and 2L , 
p . 4) . As t~as mentioned before , the Army has accepted sterile concentrate 
as a bever age after being held under refr iger ation for 90 days or in 
fr ozen f orm for 180 days (3 , p. 8). Dr. Calbert of the Univer sity of 
Hiaconsin reported that their sterile concentrate was etill okay after six 
months storage at r oOM t emperature (37 , p . 1169) . Under refrigeration, he 
f eels that :1 ts freshness is assured much longer , maybe a year or more . 
Conv~> nience 
Blake (11 , p. 2L) mentions that concentrated milk has three advan-
tages, convenience wise, over r egu lar milk: (a ) it is lighter in 
weight and easi~~ to carry home from the store ; (b) it is more compact , 
taki ng up only one-third the refrigerator space; (c) it is nore versatile--
from one quart of concentrate a housewife could obtain one-half pint of 
cre am plus one pint half-and- half plus one qu!U't of whole milk. He further 
memtions that mixing one-third class of c c:>ncentrate l; ith two parts car-
bonated beverage makes a rich , creamy soft drink sinilar to an ice cream 
soda and eq•1al to a f ull glass of milk in nutritional value . Froker ( 2L , p . S) 
lS 
speaking on concentrate's versatility or flexibility, calls it a 3 in 1 
product in both concentration and use. He says that at full concentration, 
it can be used as coffee or whipping cream, with one part water in it can 
be served as half-and-half on cereals and deseerts, and with two parte 
water it equals fresh whole milk, 
Price 
Even with the apparent advantagee of concentrate, Hyrick (36, p. 12) 
felt that results in Lima, Ashtabula, \o/illnington, Boston, Ha.shington, D.c., 
Urbana, and wherever the product was tried showed that consumers would not 
go to the extra work of reconstituting it when they could get regular milk 
for the s arne price. Parker an::l Harrill (39), in anal~ing the sales de-
cline in these markets, etate that at the price relationships prevailing, 
the advantages of using concentrate could not offset the inconvenience of 
reconstituting once the consumer's initial curiosity was 11atisfied. 
Bartlett (2, p. 2) refers to sales results in Sateways 1 California 
stores as evidence that concentrate eales are directly related to price. 
In San Francisco, where price of concentrate was three cents below store 
price of whole milk, sales were around 25 percent of total milk sales in 
the firm's stores. In Loa An~les, with only a two and one-third cent 
advantage, concentrate sales were around lS percent of total milk sales, 
In the surplus-producing areas of central California, where concentrate 
enjoyed only a one-half cent advantage, sales were neGligible. 
The editorial staff of American Milk Review (22, p. 36) has also 
indicated that price, without ques tion, was the ~ost important factor 
underlyi~g success or failure in marketing fresh concentrate. 
As to how MUch orice advantage concentrate would have to enjoy in 
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order to sell, agricultural economists in the Dairy Section of l·1arket 
Organization and Costs Branch, t .M. S., f ieured a two cent per quart ar 
mor e savings would be necessary (31, p. 5) . One article publ ished in 
Fortu ne (~5 , p. 164) stated that nos t nilk executives agree that con-
centrate does not s tand e chance unless i t saves consu?:Jcrs at least three 
cents per quart . Halverson (37, p. 1177) r eported that replies f rom a 
survey of ~!isconsin families suggest that a two ce nt price a-ivantage 
would induce 50 percent of the housewives to substitute f r esh concentrate 
for fluid milk . He goes on to say t hat at least t his differential would 
be necess ary to secure adoption of the steri le concentrate. He does 
point ou t, however, that for special uses such as vacations and where 
r efrigerati011 space is limited sterile co!lcentrate would find sane out-
lets even Without a price advant age . 
Coats of Concentrate 
Price tc producers f or milk going into concentrate 
Dairy scientists of I~ra St ate University (46 , p. 10), Dr . Swanson 
of t he Univers ity of ~..-isc onsin 07 , p. ll69) , llickens and Thomsen (Ll, p . 18 ) , 
and v. H. ~lielson (38 , p. 66) among others, all seem to feel t~ at only high 
quali ty or Grade A milk ca n be used i n concentrate if a high quality product 
is to be obtained. No f eel ings t o the contrary were found in any of the 
arti cles r eviewed. At what price thi s high quality milk Will be pur-
chased is still another question. ~Jhen fresh concentrate first appeared 
on the market in Boston, it was made from milk bou~ht at surplus pri ces 
(45, p . 164 ). Producers ~rere soon successful, however, in getting the 
milk used in concentrate reclBBsified as Glasa I. Purcell and Herrmann 
pointed out th at although it has been suggested by some that the product 
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be placed in a lower price class in order to promote its sales, most 
federal orders provided that fresh concentrate would be a Class I product 
when and if sold (40, p. 45-46), 
Bartlett's opinion on classification of concentrated milk is this: 
In the writ er 's opinion , fresh concentrated milk 
originating in a federal-order area should be priced as 
Class I milk in the market where it originates. I f 
such milk originates in a non- federal-order market and 
goes to a federal-order market , pres~mably it would 
ccmmand the Class I price of the federal-or der market 
less actual coats of transporting the concentrate from 
its p~f origin. Amendmeuts t o present milk orders 
would be necessary to eff ectuate tl1is change , since 
transportation costs of the fresh concemtrate are only 
one- third those now written into these orders for 
whol e milk . 
In the second stage of development, when a high-
quality storable, sterile concentrate is mar keted , 
prest~ably this mi l k will have the price it commands 
under competition at the point of origin , and like 
evaporated milk will be entirely outside of federal-
order regulation, (2 , p. 5) 
On the questi on of price and classification of milk going into 
s terile concentrate, answers do not appear so certain. Bartlett makes 
the assumption that sterile concentrate milk will be made from milk now 
being sold at manufactured pr ices (42, p. 41). In another talk, 
Bartlett (2 , p. 3) stated that it is only wishful thinking to as sume 
that milk going into high quality sterile concentrate would command a 
price materially above manufactured l evel since such states as Minne-
sots and l.Jisconsin have been taking action in r ecent years to improve 
the quality of manufactured milk , He goes on to say that if there were 
any premium, it wo uld only be a fract i on of a cent per quart. 
C68t of processing concentrated milk 
Dairy scientists at Iowa State Universi t y estimated the costs of pro-
ducing fresh concentrated milk when packaged in quart containers under 
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four different plant situations and nine different levels of output 
(45, p. 12- 16) . Average total cost per quart ranged froM ~0 . 8322 to 
f0 . 0824 depending on the plant situation and level of output . Plant loss 
calculated at 6 percent of raw milk dumped was included in total cost . 
Various estL~ated costs of concentrating milk as gathered from com-
mercial sources by Pard and Cook (47, p. 20) ranged from t0 . 23 to Cl. 72 
per hundred oounrls of whole mnk . liard and Cool- a so mar'e s~e synthetic 
estimates of concentrating costs using new types of evaporators 
~7, p. 20- 25) . The results of their study showed that significant econ-
omies of scale existed in concentrating milk . Using tl1e appropriate 
size of evaporator at each scale of output , the cost ranged from 14 cents 
per cwt . of whole milk at a rate of 216, 000 pounds input of whole milk 
per day to 89 cents per cwt . at a rate of 6 , 000 pounds input per day, 
Riekens and Thomsen (t,l, p, 16) of the University of \lis cons in 
developed l:)roceasing costs and local delivery costs of concentrated 
products at three l evels of production (table 3) . Cost ;ras figured on 
a per htmdred pounds of original milk basis instead of on a per sales 
unit basis . The fresh concentrate •~as packafed in one-third quart 
fiber containers costing CO.Ol3 9 each wllile the sterile concentrate waa 
packaged in one- third quart metal cans (she 211 x 414) costing $'0 . 0303 
each , f , o ,b. the processing plant, Plant loss of the original milk was 
cons idered to be 4 percent, but was reflected in fewer salee units rather 
than as a cost item. 
In 1951, Dartlett (6 , p. 11]4) repor~d that receiving, concentrating , 
bottling and storage costs per quart equivalent of fresh concentrate in 
Chicago area were 4 . 00 centa for an efficient operation. In a f ootnote he 
stated that the 4.00 cent figure included 1 . 12 cents for conce ntrating 
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Table 3. Cost of processing and delivering fresh or sterile concen-
trated milk to local outlets as developed by Rickens and 
Than sen 
Labor (0.18 hours at $2.41/hr.) 
Receiving coats • 
Field expenses • • • • • • 
Vitamin D concentrate (lc.c/43 
pounds of milk at $0 .006/c.c.) 
Container coat (44.65 containers 
at $0.0139) • • • 
Boxes (0.89 at $0.144) 
Supplies • • • • • • • • • • 
Water (149 gal. at $0.10/1,000 gal.). 
Sewage disposal • • • • • • • 
Electricity (0.62 kwh at $0.02/kwh 
Steam (56. 3 pounds at $1.45/1,000 
pounds) • • • • • 
Refrigeration (0 .009 tcma at 
$3.00/tcm) • • • • • • • 
Rental and royalty em aseptic canner 
Equipment depreciation 
Equipment maintenance • • • • 
Building depreciation 
Building maintenance • 
General expenses • • • • • • 
Administrative expenses • 
Total processing cost • • • • • 
Delivery costs (44.65 units at (0.02) 
Total precessing and deliwr;r cost • 
Fresh Sterile 
c Sill Ceil t£! te concentrate 
Pounds of ora:&in!!J.l!!ilk cia~ 
so,ooo ioo,ooo 2so,ooo 
Coat per cwt. of original illllk 
$0.424 $0.))8 $0.181 
0.0)0 0.024 0.022 
0.040 0.040 o.o:n 
0.014 0.014 o.ol4 
0.621 0 . 621 1.353 
0 .1.28 0.128 o.l28 
0.051 o.o}l 0.019 
0.015 0.015 0.015 
0.007 0.007 0.007 
o.ou 0.012 o.ou 
0.081 0.081 0.081 
0.027 0.024 0.020 
0.045 
O.lJ4 0.079 o.o65 
O,lJ4 0.079 o.o65 
0.017 0.009 0.006 
0.017 0.009 o.oo6 
o.o6o o.oJS o.o32 
Qs022 Q.068 0.04~ 
$l.9ll $1 • .587 $2.143 
Qs82J 0282J OtJ.22b 
$2.804 $2.480 $2.493 
aitemiution is for the 50,000 pound operation. The 50,000 and 
100,000 pound columns are for fresh concentrate packaged in fiber con-
tainers. Filling operations in the 250,000 pound plant have been cal-
culated em the basis of the use of metal containers and an aseptic 
filler. They reflect the use of larger, more expensive equipleot. Yielca 
are based upon 44.65 sales units per 100 pounds of ozoi&inalllillc. 
bThis cost will vary on the basis of the method of merchandising, 
frequency of deliveries, and retr1.geration requirements. 
Sources (41, p. 16) 
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milk on a three-to-one basis and 2.88 cents a quart for plant operati ons, 
including cost of container. 
At s later date Bartlett (2, p. 3) ~sde the following comment to 8 
question on Whether additional costs of concentrate will discourage i ts 
sales 1 
The ens11er to th s question is no. One make of paper 
container fuat will be used for interstate shipMent of this 
product costs ~o cents a quart. The cost for packaging 
three quarts of milk in paper would therefore be six cents . 
Since two parts of water have been removed, three quarts 
of whole milk can be packaged as fresh concentrate in 8 
one-quart cor tainer at a saving of four cents , Reli able 
data indicate that, on a volume basis, the total cost of 
concentrating three quarts of whole nilk is slightly less 
than four cents. lienee costs of processing fresh concen-
trate can be slightly more than offset by savings in con-
tainer costs. 
In 1959 rtlett (3, P• 8) , regardine fresh and sterile concentrate 
saidr 
Fresh concentrated milk processed in the Midwest can 
be sold within a 1,000-mile radius for about 2. 5 cents a 
quart nore than evaporated milk . Included in the extra 
cost would be the following Hems: 
2 .15 cents--Difference between Class I price 
(Chicago) and candensery price , 
0.50 cent---Extra cost of concentrating on a 
3-to-1 basis, 
0. 23 cent---One-third of the difference 
between gross distributor spread 
in 1958 for whole milk (10.6 cents) 
and evaporated milk (9.9 cents). 
0.65 cent---Extra cost of transportation. 
From the total of 3,53 cents would be subtracted 1 
cent, which represents the saving in packaging. Thus, 
the net increase would be 2.5 cents. 
Sterile concentrated milk can be processed and sold 
for about 1 cent a quart more than evaporated milk , i n-
cluding t cent for extra costs of concentration and } cent 
for extra quality. 
For sterile concentrate, Froker (2h, p. 6) said processing costs 
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will probably be slightly higher than evaporated milk since more water 
is removed and some equipment Will be more expensive. Swanson 
(37, p . ll69) cited estimates pl acing processin5 costs for sterile at 
~2 . 93 a hundr ed pounds as compared t o ~2 . 43 f or evaporated milk . 
Cost of transporting concentrate 
The shipring charge from Hadison to New Orleans on an amount of 
product equal to a hundred pounds of original milk was reported by 
Rickens and Thomsen (41, p. 17) as <'0,4113 for fresh concentrate , 
'0.499 for sterlle concentrate , ~o . 6219 for evaporated milk, ann ~l .SO 
f or whole milk. The av.,rage weight of a case of SO one-thi rd containers 
was calculated at 41.25 pounds for fresh concentrate and 46.8 pounds for 
sterile concentrate, 
Bartlett (7, p. 12 39) r eported that the fresh concentrate which a 
Chicat;o firm sold to the Navy at Key 1-'est, Florida in 1951 was delivered 
in a refrigerated truck at a rate of e2. 53 per 100 pounds of cargo 
we i ght >Iith a minimum of 20, 000 pounds. This , he mentioned, came to 
6.32 cents per quart of concentrat e. 
In another article Bartlett (8 , p. 22) stated that it would cost 
4. 0 cents per quart to ship whole milk to Jacks onville, Florida, but 
only 1.5 cents for an equi valent amount of concentrate. In 1956 he 
stated that a third-quart of concentrate could be transported in a 
refrigerated truck a distance of 11 000 miles for one cent (5) . 
Oraf (37 1 p. 1176) estimated that packaged concentrated milk could 
be shipped 1 1 200 mi l es f or a\,out 1,5 cents per quart equivale nt, a s aving 
of about three cents per quart equivalent over the transportation cost 
of bulk fluid milk, 
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Han~llng L~d distribut ion costs 
In the Iowa State University study, where about 750 quarts of concen-
trate per week were delivered t o rural cur,toners on a one -day rlelivery per 
week basis , delivery cost was 3.56 c~nts per quart of milk equivalent or 
10 .68 cents per quart of cuncentrated milk (46 , p. 12) . 
Rickens and ThoMsen (Ll, p . l L) consiDered local delivery cost of 
fresh concentrate on wholesale oper <J tions at !"0 . 02 per t hi rd-quart con-
tainer . They stated that where neliveries are ~ace directly to the r.on-
sumPr, costs will be greater , but should not eqpal those fo r whole milk 
br- cau se •~lrhts are lower and deliveries ca~ be less frequent. Delivery 
cost used on sterile concentrate was :"0. 0079 per th i rd- quart can . This , 
the '' said , wruld vary on the basl s of t'le ne t hod of merchandisl ne , fre-
quency of deliver ies , and refrieE'rative requirements . 
Mathis (32 , p . 9 ) points out that f resh concentrate would tend to 
reduce di stribution costs only if it was delivered on speciali~ed 
routes where fewer deliveries >rere made per week . Deliveries to hOI'Ias , 
he said , could be reduced fran the present three times per week t o one 
time weekly while deliveries to stores could be made twice weekly in-
stead of daily. As for sterile concentrated milk , he f eels that handl-
in g, packaging , and distrl.butine costs would approxi mate two- thirds of 
the same cost itens per quart equivalent as evaporated milk ( 32 , p. 11) . 
Bartlett (6 , p . 1134) , in one of his studies on marketing concen-
trated Milk , used 2. 0 cents as the c-ost of selling, l oading and unload-
ing f r esh concentrate when transported to outer ~arkets . 
',,srd and Cook (47 , p. 18) , after anal;{!:ing cost studies in New Yor k 
City , l uffslo , Los Angeles and in Utah ann Montana, decided th e cost of 
delivery to stores per quart of f r es h concentrate would be about 6 . o6 
cents. This cost assumed that no savings in wholesale distribution 
would result from concentrated milk. On a quart of whole milk equiva-
lent basis, the cost lrould tr'pear to be about 2. 02 cents. 
Store margin on concentrated milk 
Mathis {32, p. 9) writes that the amount of possible savings in 
retail stores through handling fresh concentrate in place of regular 
milk would depend on services offered by drivers of delivery trucks 
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and by merchandising practices in the stores. Ward and Cook (47, p. 20) 
estimated store handling charge in Illinois to be 6.0 cents per quart of 
fresh concentrate or three quart equivalents of Whole milk as compered to 
7.5 cents for three quarts of whole milk . They felt that the saving of 
1.5 cents wouln be possible because of less need for store space. In 
California , Safeway Stor es reported a reduction in store margin of 1.5 
cents per quart of concentrate (47, p. 30). 
Retail price 
In previous subsections, reference was made to the pr:1 ce at which 
fresh concentrates had been sold in various markets. In most markets , 
fresh concentrate was the same price per quart equivalent as regular 
milk. In California it has sold for two to five cents less. On the 
Chicago fresh concentrate going to Key \olest, Bartlett (7 , p. 1238) reported 
the contract delivered price at 51.98 cents per quart. The selling price 
of regular whole milk at Key West was not mentioned. 
Since fresh concentrate has appeared commercially on relatively few 
markets, and sterile concentrate only experimentally, the probable re-
tail prices of concentrate as compared tc regular whole 111ilk on many 
markets baa had tc be estimated. In 1951 Bartlett (6, p. 1134) estimated 
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the price at which fresh concentrate from Chicago would sell for on 12 
eastern and southern retail markets and found it to vary fra>t 1,)8 cents 
to 6 . 26 cents below regular store prices. In 1958 Bartlett (3 , p . 8 ) , 
figuring processing cost of fresh concentra te a t 2 . 5 cents per quart 
equivalent more than for evapora ted , estimated that minwcst fresh con -
centrate could be shipped as f ar as 11 000 miles and be sold a t 
, 6 . 2 cents a quart l ess than whole milk in the Sou til J 5 . 6 cents 
less than in tile Northeast; ;mn ) . 9 cents less in tile ··lest . " In tile 
Midwest , he s aid , fresh concentra te would sell for about the Sll!7le price 
as fresh whole milk . For estimating the price of sterile concentrate , 
3artlett used a processing cost of 1 , 0 cent per quart equivalent above 
that for evaporated . This , he said , 
•• , would mean that the ster i le c oncentrate could be 
sol d for 7. 7 cents a quart less than whole Milk in the 
South; 7.1 cents in the Northeast; 5 ,JJ cents in the 
<lest; and 1 . 7 cents in the Mirlwes t . (3, p . 8) 
Hong the same line , Froker (2L , p . 6) states that the difference 
between the price of sterile c oncentrate per quart equivalent and fresh 
whole milk would be as little as two cents in sane Markets ann as "luch 
as eight to ten cents in others , with the largest spread being in SO!!le 
of the southern markets , followed by markets in the western and eastern 
states . 
Swanson (37 , p . 1169) stated that , "Surveys show that a plant pro-
ducing sterile concentrate ca n put it into stores at about 16 cents a 
quart, " Riokens and Thomsen (41 , p . 18) mentioned that it appears a 
third-quart of fresh concentrate could be oold for 1.4 .5 cents and a 
third- quart of sterile concentrate for 15 . 5 cents at the warehouse 
dock in !lew Orleans . 
Speculations as to the Probable Impact of 
Concentrated Milk on the Dairy Industry 
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On the assumptions that concentrated milk can break the trade barriers 
and that it will have a price advantage, many writers have tried to esti-
mate its impact on the dairy industry . 
Froker (2L, p. 6-8) concludes that concentrates will tend to narrow 
the spread between prices paid producers for milk for manufactured products 
and prices paid far milk going into fluid products. He sees less seasonal 
stress on prices and less need for the classified pricing system. Fluid 
milk markets would become less independent and less isolated and more 
effected by industry-wide conditions of supply and demand. He feels 
there would be some softening of retail prices for fresh milk and more 
shift from home delivery to store sales. He als o sees some increase in 
total consumption and a stronger overall market for milk. 
Bartlett feels it reasonable to assume that the elasticity of de-
mand for concentrated milk will correspond closely to that of whole milk 
(3, p. 9) . If this holds true , he thinks that the sharp price decreases 
possible from marketing concentrated milk might result in a 15 to 20 per-
cent incre8se in per capita sales. In addition t o the increased domestic 
demand, he feels it probable that foreign markets will eventually use 
substantial quantities of concentrated milk . As to other effects, he 
says: 
Production could be expected to decline in high-cost 
areas and increase in low-cost areas . Hilk prices to 
producers in low-cost areas would likely be somewhat 
higher than they &re now. On the other hand, both Class 
I prices and blend prices , as well as distribution margins, 
coul d be expected to decrease sharply in high-cost areas. 
(3 , p . 9) 
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In a report entitled "The Probable Impact of Nilk Concentrate on 
the Flutd Hilk Harket" 1 J . r. . ~lathill (32, p. 1) states that " ••• oreaent 
evidence does not indicate that concentrated mi lk will displace a major 
part of fresh fluid milk , " Until sales of concentrated milk reach a 
volume that is a significant percentage of whole milk sales, he feels 
that competition would be insufficient to cause a change in whole milk 
prices . Large volume sales 1 he pointe out , could lower producer prices 
i n the hieher cost sapply areas and force wider ase of gallon containers 
for sale of milk at discount prices , 
In another article Mathis (31, p. 6) stated that processing and 
distribution of concentrate will probably be handled by existing firms . 
Plants now in operation, he says , already have most of the equipment 
arxl fac~ J1 ties needed . New plants would find it expensive to start 
from scratch and hard to obtain a milk suooly, he points out . 
Myrick (36, p. 12) , writing in 1951, felt that fresh concentrate 
had great potential for increasing the consumption of milk . If price 
was lower than for regular milk , he said that it would orobably cut 
into fluid milk sales , but the increase in consumption would presumably 
give the farmers a higher blend price . 
In 1959, Nyrick (35 , p. 60) stated that local producers, faced 
with competition from concentrate , rrould l(X.Ier prices to meet competi-
tion and would also, where milk was being sold on a classified baeie 1 
seek a new classification to provide local processors with a supply of 
Milk for concentration at a price co~petitive with that enjoyed by 
proceesors in surplus or manufacturing milk areas . The net effect of 
all U, i s 1 he said, would be t o lower blend prices in local areas without 
nuch chance in movement of nilk , 
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Dr. Gra.f (37, p. 1177) of the University of h'isconsin, when asked the 
effects of concentrate on producer prices, replied: 
In deficit areas, the more that local production is 
replaced or threatened with replacement by this type of 
product imported from surplus areas, the greater the de-
pressing effect on local producer prices. Since the po-
tential transportation savings will approach 3 cente per 
quart equivalent , it is conceivable that local producer 
prices in same areas could fall by over a dollar per 
hundredweight. 
Halverson 07, p. 1176) conrnents that although sterile concentrate 
would find an outlet in all areas for special uses, the best potential 
would be in those areas ~ere milk supplies are relatively short, prices 
high, and the cost5 for transporting supplemental supplies from surplus 
areas relatively large . 
In an article appearing in Feed Dag (12, P• 9), it was stated that 
sterile concentrate would broaden markets for dairymen since it could be 
shipped long distances and marketed entirely through grocery channels . 
This, the article pointed out, could substantially reduce marketing and 
dietri~1tion costs and cause an equalising of milk prices in various 
parts of the country . 
Factors Affecting the Marketing of Concentrate 
Trade barriers 
An article appearing in Wallace's Fanner ( 29), stated that midwest 
milk dealers want to broaden their markets but that hundreds of local 
health regulations now prevent free movement of low priced 1!\:ilk into 
eastern and southern cities. Mr. Fairchild of the Pure l1ilk Assoch-
tion reported in a recent conference that his company had not been able 
to crack a single u. S. Market (10, p. 60). This failure to obtain the 
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necessary licenses and permits, Fairchild reported, was one of the reasons 
his company ceased selling fresh concentrate (L 2, p. LO), 
As for trade barriers to movement of sterile concentrate , Dr. Graf 
(37, p. 1181) stated: 
As yet there are no standards for this product. 
Since it is sterile at the outset, it probably would 
be treated as evaporated milk or other canned products 
which are commercially sterile. This means that it 
would be uncontrolled by local health authorities. 
However, local health officers may determine that regu-
lation may be necessary in the public interest. This 
would be somewhat difficult to do in the case of a 
sterile product. However, pressures of local oro-
ducers and plants may stimulate changes in ordi-
nances in some areas. Unless these changes are ap-
plied to similar products like evaporated milk, they 
could be construed as being discriminatory and could 
easily be challenged in the courts, 
Bartlett (2 , p. 2) feels that there is no good reason why a high 
quality sterile concentrate should receive any treatment in inter-
state canmerce different frorn that given to evaporated milk . A. P. 
Stewart of 1-lajor Brands, Inc., reports that his firm is going to put 
"evaporated" on their sterile concentrate so that it will qualify in 
states with minimum price laws (101 p. 60) , 
As to whether barriers will be broken down to allow shipments of 
concentrate from low cost areas into new markets, Bartlett (7 1 p. 12LL) 
feels it is only a matter of time since recent court decisions are 
favorable. Berde, special assistant attorney general of the state of 
Minnesota, expressed the view that trade barriers could be and are being 
surmounted and that concentrated milk could more than hold its own on 
the market (L2, p. l47). He also stated that "We've appropriated 
$30 1000 for the attorney general to break down barriers to milk and 
milk products fran Minnesota." (10, p. 60) 
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Labor opposition 
It was reported that in New Jersey, delivery men refused to handle 
concentrate for Borden because they wer e afraid it would mean lower sal-
ar ies a nd layoffs (45, p . 164). Other truck drivers resisted the con-
centrate because they feared the pr oduct would encourage the buying of 
nilk in stores at the expense of their jobs (19). 
Halvorson (37 , p. 1181) said the dairy industry has the obligation 
to work out with ita labor force , methods of ad justment to any new de-
velopments having en impact on labor . 
CHAPTER III 
UTAH CONCENTRATED MILK-POTENTIAL MARKETS 
AND POSSIBLE CCl1PETITORS 
Movement of milk in the form of concentrate , when and if it occurs, 
would probably be from areas of surplus supply or low cost production to 
areas of high cost production or deficit supply. Since surplus milk 
supplies usually refiect low production costs and deficit milk supplies 
high production costs, potential markets for concentrate can be deter-
mined qy studying interregional and intraregional production-consumption 
balances. Utah's potential markets, therefore, will likely be those areas 
with relatively smaller milk supplies and likely competing areas will be 
those with a canparatively greater milk supply. Several of these poten-
tial markets as well as possible competitors will be selected for price 
and cost cauparisons. The limited nature of this study prevents a more 
complete consideration at this time. 
Interregional Production-Consumption Balance 
All milk 
Total milk production figures for states and regions are readily 
available in government publications. The milk available for human use 
in one form or another can be estimated by subtracting milk fed to calves 
fran total production. Although total consumption figures for states and 
regions are not published, an estimate of consumption can be obtained by 
multiplying a state or region's population tiMes the United States aver-
age per capita consumption for the year in question. 
When milk consumption is CCUlpared to milk available for use (table 4), 
the East North Central and West North Central are the only regions with 
a surplus or milk over total consumption needs. They have such a surplus, 
however, that they not only equalize the deficits in the other four 
regions, but give the nation as a whole a surplus of same two billion 
pounds. It is interesting to note that these two regions alone provide 
about 52 percent of the total milk supply in continental United States 
while containing only about 29 percent of the population . In comparison, 
the West, with only one less state, provides 12 percent of the milk while 
containing 15 percent of the population. 
Grade A milk 
The total fluid milk supply in selected states was estiMated by 
adding together milk retailed by farmers as fluid milk and cream, milk 
consumed on farms, and Grade A milk received at dairy plants. Consumption 
of fluid milk was estimated by multiplying the state's population times 
345 pounds, the United States average per capita consumption of fluid 
milk and cream in 1958 (see table 5 for reference). 
All four states selected in the North Central Region showed a surplus 
of Grade A milk over fluid requirements (table 5). The total surplus 
of these four states was 7,663 million pounds , while the total surplus or 
the nine selected Western states was only 1,858 million pounds. Wisconsin's 
estimated surplus of high quality milk alone was 7,118 million pounds. 
Along this same line, a survey of 124 dairy cooperatives in three north 
central states found that while 44 percent of the producer receipts was 
Qrade A, less than half was utilized in fluid products (21). 
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Table 4. Estimated milk surplus or deficit in selected states and 
rec ions, 1958 
Milk Estimated 
State Population8 supplyb oons\llllptionc Surplus Deficit 
l,OOO Million Milllon MUlion Milllon 
persons pounds pounds pounds pounds 
\•/est1 
Montana 688 48) 477 6 
Idaho 662 1,524 459 1,065 
·..yan1ng J20 199 222 2) 
Colorado l,?ll 816 1,187 )71 
N. Mexico 842 220 584 J64 
Arizona 1,140 406 791 J85 
Utah 865 726 600 126 
Nevada 21>7 89 185 96 
Washington 2,769 1,8)7 1,922 85 
Oregon 1,77J 1,087 l,2Jl 14) 
Cali!ornia ~ ~ ~ ~ Total or average 25,)7 1 ' 9 7 
VI. N. Central 
Minne3ota ),)75 9,549 2,)42 7,207 
Iowa 2,822 5,99? 1,958 4,039 
Missouri 4,271 J,7J8 2,964 774 
N. Dakota 650 1,692 451 1,241 
s. Dakota 699 1,427 485 942 
Nebraska 1,457 2,041 1,011 1,0)0 
Kansas 2 116 2l:~~ 1 468 15.~& Total l5:J90 ~ 
E. N. Central 
Ohio 9,J45 5,259 6,485 1,226 
Indiana 4,581 ),631 ),179 452 
Illinois 9,889 4,961 6,86) 1,902 
Hichigan 7,866 5.)68 5,459 91 
'tlisconsin ~ 5i·r2 2t:~~ tJ:·669 Total ,21 ,902 
s. Central 28 ,484 1), 771 19,768 5.99? 
N. Atlantic 4),041 21,610 29,870 8,.26o 
s. Atlantic ~ ...2.aQZ.i ~ ~ 
u. s. Total 173,26o 122,)45 120,2)7 2,108 
8 U. S. Bureau of the Census 
bTotal milk production on farms less milk fed to calves. Source: 
Agricultural Marketing Service 
0 Population times 694 pounds, the u. s. average per capita con-
SUIIIption of milk in 1958. Source : Agricultural Marketing Service 
Table 5· Esti.mated surplus or deficit of Grade A mUk, selected states, 19.58 
Received Retailed Consumed 
at dairy by on 
Populationb 
Estimated Estimated Estimated 
State plants farmers a farms a Total consumptionn surplus deficit 
mli. :nn. mli. mli. 1,000 mli. mli. mli. 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. persons lbs. lbs. lbs. 
Idaho 219c 19 72 )10 662 228 82 
\..yaning 6od 6 25 91 320 110 19 
Colorado 552e 20 67 639 1,711 590 49 
New !1ood.co 175f 12 27 214 842 290 76 
Arizona 381f 7 15 4oJ 1,14o 393 10 
Utah 41~ 5 4o 464 865 298 166 
Nevada 78f 1 4 83 267 92 9 
Oregon 577h 32 84 693 1,773 612 81 
California 5,8)1 i 575 114 6,520 14,337 4,946 1,574 
\{isconsin 8,098j 30 349 8,477 3,938 1,359 7,118 
South Dakota 180k 14 89 283 699 241 42 
Kansas 7cff 45 155 997 2,116 7-.YJ 267 
Nebraska 5&fl 21 138 739 1,457 .503 2)6 
See footnotes on following page. '-" 
'-" 
as ource: Supplement for 1959 to Dairy Statistics, A.M.S., u. s . o.A., 
June 1960. 
bSourcea u. s. Bureau of the Censu:~ 
csource: Idaho Dairy Production , 19.58, published by u.s.o. A. and 
State of Idaho Department of Agriculture 
dsource a Figure obtained fran Charles L. Ankeny, Assistant State 
Statistician, Cheyenne, Wya~ing 
es ince no figure was obtained for nuid lllilk , the 552 million pounds 
represents all milk sold to plants and dealers . A ~ure representing 
just grade A milk would be sanewbat smaller. Source: See (a) above . 
f s1nce most of the milk sold in these states is A grads , no attempt 
was made to obtain figures other than those representing all milk sold to 
plants and dealers . Source: See (a) abov e. 
gsource: Utah 1958 Annual Dairy Report , published by office of 
Agricultural Statistician , Salt Lake City, Utah 
hEstimated !'rail figures proVided by R. B. HUe , Agricultural 
Statistician in Charge, Portland, Oregan 
isourcea California Dairy Industry Statistics for 1959, Special 
Publication No. 280 , California Crop and Livestock Reporting SerVice, 
Sacramento, California. 
jThis figure represents 45 percent of the total milk produced on 
farms in 19.58. 45 percent figure was obtained from Hugh L. Cook of the 
University of liiscansin. For total milk produced on \visconsin fanns, 
see (a) above. 
ksource: FigUre was obtained fran Halph o. Felberg of South Dakota 
State College of Agriculture , College Station, South Dakota. 
~s figure represents 6J percent of the milk sold to plants and 
dsaleraJ 63 percent figure obtained fran State Statistician, Kansas 
Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Topeka, Kansas. For milk sold to 
plants and dealers, see (a) above . 
mRepresents all milk sold to plants and dealers . No figure for 
Grade A was available . Source: See (a) above. 
nPopu.lation times 345 pounds, the United States average per capita 
consl.llllption of nuid milk and cream in 1958. Source: Agricultural Market-
ing Service 
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All this indicates that states of the North Central Regions have 
surplus milk which could find its way into western markets. Although 
historically much of this surplus milk has been exported in the form of 
manufactured products, sane is now entering Wyaning and Colorado as fluid 
milk. With fresh and sterile concentrate, the penetration of midwestern 
milk into western markets could becane much deeper. 
Production-Consumption Balance within the West 
All milk 
Although Table 4 indicates that the Western Region as a whole would 
need to import close to three billion pounds of milk to meet its needs, 
three states out of the eleven have surplus production. These are Mon-
tana, Idaho and Utah. Idaho's surplus is by far the largest, being over 
900 million pounds above second place Utah and over 1 blllion pounds 
above Montana. A considerable part of the surplus in these three states, 
especially Utah and Idaho, would likely be exported to surrounding states 
in the fonn of manufactured products. Among the western states who would 
need to import milk or milk products, California would rank highest. 
Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico also have large deficits. 
Grade A milk 
Only three of the nine western states shown in Table 5 reflect a 
deficit of Grade A milk. These are Wyaning, New Mexico and Nevada. If 
better figures were available for milk delivered to plants and dealers, 
two other states, Colorado and Arizona, could end up with deficit Grade A 
production. The 552 million pounds of Colorado and the )81 mlllion pounds 
of Arizona represent total milk delivered to plants and dealers regardless 
of grade. Figures representing only Grade A milk could be enough lower 
to make both states deficit. In both cases, Grade A milk would probably 
have to be imported ~ay because a surplus of some 10 to 15 percent is 
usually needed to meet the fluctuating day to day demands. 
California's Grade A surplus of some 1.5 billion pounds is the 
largest in the Western Region. Utah follows in second place with 166 
million pounds of surplus Grade A milk, and Idaho third with 82 million 
pounds surplus. On a surplus per capita basis, however, California would 
trail both Idaho and Utah. Oregon's surplus appears not excessive, 
Potential Markets for Utah Produced Fresh 
or Sterile Concentrate 
From the production-consumption figures, the most likely markets for 
Utah produced fresh or sterile concentrate appear to be New Nexico, Wyoming, 
Nevada, Arizona, and Colorado. Although Utah is presently selling con-
siderable fluid milk in Southeastern Idaho, Idaho's large over-all surplus 
of milk does not suggest that Utah concentrate sales would reach any · 
sizeable proportion there. 
California, although apparently a large importer of manufactured 
dairy products, has more than a sufficient quantity of Grade A milk to 
meet present fluid needs. Because of the rapid population growth which 
may change the supply-consumption picture in California, it will be con-
sidered as a potential market. 
Any market for Utah produced concentrate outside of the Western 
Region appears unlikely. The great surplus of milk in the midwestern 
states would undoubtedly discourage aqy intrusion. 
Possible Competitors with Utah Milk on Western Markets 
From the 'dest North Central Region 
\-lith the advent of concentrated milk, it appears likely that the 
surplus producing states of the West North Central Region might attempt 
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to make greater inroads on western markets . Because of their closeness, 
the most likely states appear to be Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota. 
At least one and perhaps two of these states are already competing with 
Utah in ,.,ryoming and Colorado . Since Kansas appears to have the larger 
surplus of Grade A milk out of the three states, it was selected to repre-
sent this region as a possible supplier of both fresh and sterile con-
centrate to western markets . 
From the East North Central Region 
Although most of the surplus milk of the East North Centr al Region 
has been going into eastern urban centers in the fonn of manufactured 
products, the possibility now exists that concentrate, especially sterile, 
might cane from this region into the West. Because Wisconsin is the 
principal milk producing state of the country, it will be considered in 
this study as a possible supplier of concentrate to western markets. 
From ;iithin the Western Regi on 
From states within the West, Utah would most likely receive compe-
tition (other than local) , from California and Idaho. California has 
sufficient Grade A milk for use 1n concentrate. In this form it would 
probably bring a higher return than in manufactured products . AJJ before 
mentioned, fresh concentrate is already on the market in California, and 
plants for sterile processiDg are being set up . 
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In Idaho, althoueh the surplus is mostly of manufactuMng grade, any 
trend toward Grade A production (such as might cane if a market appeared 
for fluid products) could make the state a definite competitor with Utah 
on markets in Nevada, r.yoming , and even in Utah itself. 
In Nevada, because of the deficit of both grades of milk and com-
paratively low production, it appears unlikely that sterile concentrate 
of local origin would be placed on the market to compete with Utah con-
centrate. Only the possibility of a l ocally prodAced tr.sh cODCSDtrate 
will be considered. 
CHAPTER IV 
COSTS OF CONCE:NTRATE 
Dealer's BuYing Price for MUk Going 1,pto Copcentrate 
Fresh concentrate 
The grade of milk which should be used in concentrate has been the 
topic of much discussion (see Chapter II). In fresh concentrate, the 
general agreement seems to be that only high quality or Grade A milk 
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can be used if a satisfactory product is to be obtained. The price at 
which this milk must be bought, however, is still another questioo. In 
most state or federally regulated markets, milk used in fresh concentrate 
has been placed in the same price class as milk going into other fluid 
mUk products. This practice will likel,y continue. In milksheds where 
a standard classified pricing SYstem is not in effect, however, a processor 
might not have to pay any higher price for Grade A milk used in fresh 
concentrate than the going flat rate. This flat rate or average price 
would generally be lower than what a Class I price would be. Actually, 
any return from concentrate above that for surplus milk used in manu-
factured products would accrue to the benefit of the processor and possibly 
to the producer in the form of a higher rate or average price for his 
milk. 
The dealer's buying price for milk for fluid use was obtained for 
cities in each of the states selected in the preceding section as 
potential markets or possible competitors (table 6). In same cases, the 
particular city was selected not because it would necessarily be the most 
potential market or supplier in the state, but rather because price 
data were readily available . Cities in two areas of Utah were considered 
because of the difference in buying price for milk. 
Table 6. Dealez s' buying price for milk for fluid use and estimated cost 
of milk in a quart equivalent of whole milk and fresh con-
centrate, selected cities , 1959 
Buying price Cost of mill Cost of milk in 
for 3.5~ B. F. in a quart quart equivalent 
City milk per cwt . a of whole milkb of concentratec 
cents cents 
Boise $4. 61 10 . 06 10 . 33 
Denwr 5.76 12.57 12. 90 
Albuquerque 5·75 12.55 12.88 
Phoenix 5·33 U . 64 11.94 
Salt Lake City 5.25 U.46 ll.76 
Logan (Utah) 4. 20 9 . 17 9 . 41 
Las Vegas 5.6o 12. 22 12 • .54 
Los Angeles 5. 25 u . 46 ll.76 
l;ichita 4. 6) lO . ll 10 . )7 
Madison (iiisconsin) 4.03 8.80 9. 03 
aThe Salt Lake City price of $5 . 25 is the NoV81Dber 1959 Federal 
Order Class I price. Las Vegas price was obtained from Miss Mabel Hartley 
of the University of Nevada. The Logan price represents about the average 
price roceiwd by producers in Cache Valley for milk used in fluid products. 
All other prices are simple averages of monthly prices reported in Fluid 
Milk and Cream Report . 
bDealers• buying price per cwt. divided by 45.81, the yield 1n 
quarts of whole milk after a 1.5 percent plant loss of the original milk. 
cDealera• buying price per cwt . divided by 44. 65, the yield of con-
centrate in quart equivalent after a 4. 0 percent plant loss of the original 
milk. 
Sterile concentrate 
Since with sterile, more than with fresh concentrate, there is a 
question as to cost of the raw product, this study will consider two 
types of sterile concentrate: (a) a product made from Grade A milk 
bought at the fluid price (table 6) and (b) a product made from high 
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quality milk bought at condensery price (table 7), The condensery price 
·oill be used in the latter case because it usually reflects a slight 
premiwn for quality over the regular price of manufacturing grade milk, 
Because little manufacturing grade milk is sold in Nevada, Arizona, 
and New Mexico, the asSUillption is made that only the higher priced Grade 
A milk will be used, if any processing of sterile concentrate takes place 
at all. 
Table 7• Average condensery price and estimated cost of milk in a 
quart equivalent of concentrate , selected states , 1959 
Condensery price Cost of milk in 
per cwt. for quart equivalent 
State ). 5~ milka of concentrateb 
dollars cents 
Idaho ).09 6.92 
Colorado J,OO 6.72 
Utah ).00 6 . 72 
California ).18 7-12 
Kansas 2.98 6 . 67 
>iisconsin ).07 6 .88 
Ne vada 
Arizona 
New Mexico 
aExcept f or Colorado, figures are the simple average price calculated 
from statistics reported in Evaporated, Condensed, and Dry Milk Report. 
Colorado price represents an eight cent premiwn over the 1959 average 
mamu'acturing grade price as computed from Agricultural Prices--1959 
Annual Jummary. In Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico no significant quan-
tity of manufacturing grade milk is sold . 
bCondensery price per cwt . divided b,y 44.65, the yield of concentrate 
in quart equivalents after a 4.0 percent plant loss of the original milk. 
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Cost of Processing and Packaging Concentrated Mllk 
!ype of plants which will process concentrate 
The high fixed investment necessazy in setting up a new plant to 
process concentrate and the large volume of sales then necessary for 
economic operations would tend to encourage the processing of concentrated 
milk in plants already possessing most of the needed facilities and 
equij:l!lent. Concentrated mllk, at least until established on the market, 
would likely be added to existing milk processing businesses. In this 
way, concentrate would share fixed expenses with other milk products. 
In most of the western states, the most likely future processors 
of fresh concentrate appear to be those who are presently packaging 
fluid milk products in large quantities and who have an excess of Grade 
A milk . In Utah same of the larger plants already have evaporators, 
although perhaps not conveniently located for use in fluid operations. 
One plant has already processed fresh concentrated mllk for sale. In 
California and the l1idwest, where population is greater and milk surplus 
larger, it appears conceivable that some large volume specialized plants 
might be set up to process and market concentrate in a more extensive 
manner . 
In the case of sterile concentrate, it appears likely that evaporated 
milk plants will be among the first to process the product. Such plants 
would already have most of the needed equij:l!lent and, because of the de-
clining consumption per capita of evaporated milk in recent years, the 
excess capacity to handle the product. Here again concentrate would be 
sharing fixed costs with other products. If sterile concentrate is found 
to be an acceptable pr oduct, it is conceivable that it will eventually 
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push evaporated mllk off the market. This woul.d ~eave evaporated miD 
p~ants ldtb unused capacity which might be profitably used in production 
of sterile concentrate. 
Cost of processing and packaging fresh concentrate 
Sever~ reported costs of processing and packaging fresh concentrate 
were reviewed in Chapter II. Because of the greater detail in the cost 
stuey by Riekens and Thansen, their costs were selected for use in this 
stuey (see table .J). Since they developed their costs in 1956, however, 
an adjustment was made in the cost figures for the increase in costs 
since that year. According to a publication by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture entitled MID Distributors' S~es and Costs, the av-
erage tot~ cost of operations for certain selected dairy finns increased 
fran $4.68 in 1956 to $4. 89 in 1959 per cwt. of mllk and cream processed 
(JO, p. 5). This was an increase in cost of 4.06 percent. AsSUIIling the 
same increase in costs for fresh concentrate, the figures of Riekens and 
Than sen (as sbOI«l in tahle 3) would now be: 
Pounds of origin~ mllk dail3 50,000 100,000 
Tot~ processing cost per cwt. $1.989 $1. 651 
Cost per third-quart of concentrate 4.45 cents 3. 70 cents 
When fresh concentrate is packaged in quart containers instead of third-
quart, Riekens and Thansen said their cost estimates (as shown in table 3) 
would be reduced $0.320 per cwt. of original mllk because of a savings in 
container cost and $0.03 per cwt. because of a savings in labor (41, p. 18). 
The new figures would be $1.551 and $1 .2.63 per cwt. for the 50,000 and 
the 100,000 pound vo~umes respectively. After adjusting these costs upward 
by 4.06 percent to canpensate for increased costs since 1956, the new 
figures would be: 
PoWJds of original 111ilk daily 
Processing cost per cwt. 
Cost per quart of concentrate 
,50 , 000 
~.624 
100,000 
~l. J24 
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10.91 cents 8 . 90 cents 
Cost per quart equivalent of concentrate ).64 cents 2.97 cents 
The figure of ) . 64 cents will be used in this stuey for the cost of 
processing and packaging concentrated milk in each of the suppzying areas. 
Although ,50 ,000 poWJds daily might be more milk than many plants would 
ever process into concentrate, near the same costs should result as long 
as this a~~~ount of milk is being run through the plant and the facilities 
are being used to process other products . 
Cost of processing sterile concentrate 
The cost of processing sterile concentrate is often canpared to 
t hat for evaporated milk. Thu is because sterile concentrate would not 
onzy require much the same equipment, but would possibzy be produced in 
the same plant . The cost of producing evaporated milk in a mid-western 
plant receiving over )00,000 poWJds of milk daily was reported by Riekens 
and Thansen (41, p . 20) as being $2.0887 per hundred poWJds of original 
milk. Yield (after losses) per hWldred pounds of original milk was 
1 . 058 cases of forty-eight 14t ounce cans. This would make the processing 
cost of $0.0411 per l4i ounce can . Since it takes 1.078)6 cans of 
evaporated milk to make one quart equivalent of whole milk, the cost pe~ 
quart equivalent :vould be $0.044. According to Bartlett (see Chapter II), 
the extra cost of processine sterile as canpared to evaporated was about 
one-half cent per quart equivalent . This added on the $0 .044 would make 
$0.049 as the processing per one-third quart of sterile concentrate. 
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Riekens and Thoosen of the University of Wisconsin came up with a 
J rocessing cost for sterile concentrate of $2.143 per hundred pounds of 
oric; inal milk in a plant receiving 250,000 pounds of milk daily (see 
table J) . At a yiold of 44.65 sales units per hundred pounds of original 
milk (4% milk loss) the volume wruld be ll1,625 third-quart cans of con-
centrate daily at a cost of $0.0480 each. This figure and the $0 .049 
f i ;;ure of the preceding paragraph are very close and would tend to sub-
stantiate each other . 
The processing cost fi;::ures of .~2 . 9J per hundred pounds for sterile 
and $2 . 4J for evaporated as cited by Dr . 3tianson are sauewhat higher, 
h01rover, than those used by lliekens and T'nansen. The quart equivalent 
costs in this case would be $0 .0656 for steri le and $0 .0516 for evaporated. 
This difference of $0 . 014 to~ould be substantially higher than Bartlett ' s 
$0 .005. 
To compensate for the increase in prices since 1956 , when Riekens 
and Thomsen developed their costs, the $2. 143 figure was adjusted upward 
by 4.06 percent as were the cost figures for fresh concentrate. The 
processing cost of sterile concentrate for this study was therefore 
assumed to be ~2 . 2JO per hundred pounds of original milk or 4. 99 cents 
per quart equivalent (assuming a yield of 44. 65 quart equivalents). 
Transoortation Costs for Concentrate 
Fresh concentrate 
It appeares that fresh concentrated milk will be transported or 
shipped in the same manner as fresh to/hole milk; i.e . , in insulated bulk 
tanks or refrl.eerated vans owned by the processing finn . Concentrate 
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shipped in bulk could be packaged as concentrate at the destination or 
perhaps even be reconstituted as whole milk, and then packaged. In the 
case where a dealer is lookinJ for or trying to canpete on new markets, 
however, t he packaging would likely be done at the point of origin . With 
the latter situation in mind , several Utah firms transporting milk and 
milk products in refrigerated vans on long runs were consulted on costs • 
.-lith the help of these firms, itemized expense figures were developed. 
Average total cost per mile was f ound to be 2:/ .7 cents when total mileage 
during the year was 125,000 miles (table 8) . 
Unit cost figures for use in this study were obtained by multiplying 
t he round trip miles between selected ori,gins and western markets by 
2:/.7 cents and then dividin[l by the number of sales units in a 40 , 000 
pound load (table 9). Even thoue;h the full 40 , 000 pounds might not be 
can posed entirely of concentrate, the cost would remain the same if other 
products (such as whole milk , cream, cottage cheese, etc.) paid their 
proportionate share . 
The assumption was made that the vans would return empty. Actually 
sane finns havo been able to reduce cost of transporting milk through 
a return haul of plant supplies or other products. Because such cost 
reducing "back- hauls" are uncertain as to frequency and quantity, no 
consideration was made as to their effect on hauling costs. 
It is interesting to note fran the figures in table 9 the savings 
which 1-10uld result fran shipping concentrated milk instead of whole milk . 
Since a quart equivalent of fresh concentrate is the same as a quart of 
whole milk, the savine s would r oughly be the difference between the two 
columns . Shipping concentrate fran Salt Lake to Denver , for example, 
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Table 8 . Itemized costs o! purchasing and operating a diesel tractor 
and ref'rigerated van on lex~g haul deliveries of mill totaling 
125,000 roUes per year, 1960 
Original inwsbllent: 
Fixed costs: 
Item or description 
$20,000 tractor 
....ll..QQQ.van 
$3_5,000 
Depreciation: tractor @ l2t?\ straight line $2.500 
1,500 
2,100 
2,000 
van @ ~ straight line 
Interest on capital: @ &f. 
Insurance: 
Taxes: • 
Licenses: • 
Variable costs: 
F\J.el and fuel tax 1 
OU: 
Tires: 
Repair and maintenance : 
400 
Total fixed costs • $lbf>o§ 
Cost per mUe • 
6.oo 
o.Jl 
2.)3 
) .00 
cents par mUe 
" " " 
" 
" 
n 
" 
" 
Cents per 
mUe 
8.0 
Total variable cost per mUe: ll.'? 
Driver's wages: 
2 drivers ~» $2.40 per hour = $4.80 per hour 
$4. 80 x 2080 working hours per year "' $9,964.00 
Driver's cost per mUe: 
Total cost per mUe: 
a.o 
Source: Most fi€ures were developed through consultatiex~ with several 
Utah dairy !inns. OU, tire, and repair and maintenance costs 
were obtained fran a stuey made by Roberts and Growr, ~
portatins Utah Cattle b;y Truck, Utah Agricultural Elcperiment 
Statiex~, &.Uetin 17, Novamber, 1959. 
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Table 9. Cost of transporting packaged fresh concentrated milk in a re-
frigerated van, selected origins and destinations , 196o 
Round Total cost at 40 1QOO lb1 load 
:i~sa ?:? , 7 cent g Cost per Cost per Origin and destination Eer mile guartc gt, !!S,Uiv,d 
cents cents 
Salt Lake City to Denver 1030 $285.31 1. 71 0.57 
to Las Vegas 902 249 .85 1.50 0. 50 
to Los Angeles 1484 411.07 2. 47 0.82 
to Phoenix 1480 409.96 2. 46 0, 82 
to Albuquerque 126o )49.02 2.09 0.70 
Logan to Denver 1198 JJ1.85 1.99 0. 66 
to Las Vegas 1070 296. J9 1.78 0.59 
to Los Angeles 1652 457.60 2.75 0.92 
to Phoenix 1648 456 .50 2.74 0.91 
to Albuquerque 1428 395.56 2. 37 0.79 
to Salt Lake City 168 46.54 0.28 0.09 
Boise t o Denver 1760 487.52 2. 92 0.98 
to Las Vegas 1372 )80.04 2,28 0.76 
to Los Angeles 1788 495 . 28 2.97 0.99 
to Phoenix 22J8 619.9:3 J .72 1.24 
to Albuquerque 2140 592.78 ) .56 1.19 
to Salt Lake City 764 211. 63 1.27 0. 42 
Madison to Denver 1940 5J7 . J8 J,22 1.07 
to Las Vegas )840 106).68 6. )8 2,1J 
to Los Angeles 4284 1186. 67 7.12 2.)7 
to Phoenix 3520 975.04 5. 85 1.95 
to Albuquerque 2660 736.82 4.42 1.47 
to Salt Lake City 296o 819 .92 4.92 1,64 
Wichita to Denver 10:38 287 .5J 1. 72 o • .sa 
to Las Vegas 2480 686.96 4,12 1. :37 
to Los Angeles 2824 782,25 4. 69 1.56 
to Phoenix 2108 58) .92 ) .50 1.17 
to Albuquerque 1296 358.99 2.15 0.72 
to Salt Lake City 2046 566.74 ) .40 1.1:3 
Los Angeles to Salt Lake City 1484 411.07 2. 47 0.82 
to Las Vegas 496 137.40 0.82 0.28 
to Phoenix 782 216.62 1.)0 0,4) 
to Albuquerque 1602 44).76 2,66 0.89 
aAs figured from road maps 
bSee table 8 for details of cost. 
cTotal cost divided by 16,667 quarts. Weight of a case of 20 quarts 
of concentrate estimated at 48 pounds: (40,000- 48 = 88J,J cases; 88) .) 
x 20 = 16,667 quarts). Although there would be sane variance, the weight of 
a quart of whole milk is as8Umed to weigh the same as a quart of concentrate. 
dCost per quart of concentrate divided by three, the number of quart 
equivalents 
would result in a saving of 1.14 cents per quart equivalent or about 
two-t hirds the cost. 
Sterile concentrate 
The transportation and distribution methods envisaged for sterile 
concentrate is much the same as those for evaporated milk. At present, 
evapora ted milk usually moves in carload lots either by rail or truck to 
wholesal ers or jobbers who handle the distribution to retail stores. 
Consultation with r ate clerks of a railroad company and a commercial 
trucking f irm indi cated that the r ates for sterile concentrate would be 
the same as those for evaporated milk. Unit cost figures per third-quart 
can of sterile concentrate, therefore, were obtained by dividing the 
r ail r ates for evaporated milk from various origins to selected western 
markets by the number of cans per hundred pounds of packaged weight 
(table 10 ) . 
Commercial truck rates would probably be a bit lower than r ail 
r ates for the shorter hauls, and slightly higher on the long hauls. The 
r ail r ates were used because they were more readily available. 
On a quart equivalent basis, the cost of shipping sterile concen-
trate will be slightly lower than for evaporated milk because of the 
greater amount of water removed. 
Cost of Distribyting and Selling Concentrated Milk 
Distributi on cost of fresh concentrate 
Since fresh concentrate will be marketed in much the same manner 
as fre sh whole milk, t he distribution costs will also likely be similar. 
This would especially be so if concentrated milk were distributed along 
Table 10. Rail rates for evaporated Dlilk and estimated t.raneportaticn 
cost per can of sterile concentrate, selected origins and 
destinaticns, 1959 
/j(),ooo lbs. minp 
Cost per 
Evaporated can of 
Dlilk ratea ooncentrateb Origin and destination 
cents per cwt. 
Logan or Salt Lake City to Denver 74 
to Las Vegas 61 
to Los An"'les 92 
to Phoenix 10.5 
to Albuquerque 118 
to Salt Lake City 17 
Boise, Idaho, to Salt Lake City .51 
to Denver 103 
to Las Vegas 73 
to Los Angeles 112 
to Phoenix 120 
to Albuquerque 147 
Madison, \Vis ., to Salt Lake City 1.56 
to Denver 94 
to Las Vegas 182 
to Los Angeles 182 
to Phoenix 182 
to Albuquerque 113 
Wiohita, Kansas, to Salt Lake City 
to Denver 
to Las vegas 
to Los Angeles 
to Phoenix 
to Albuquerque 
Los Angeles to Salt Lake City 
to Las Vegas 
to Phoenix 
to Albuquerque 
116 
66 
172 
172 
172 
78 
85 
.50 
.53 
133 
oents 
0.69 
Oo.57 
0.86 
0.98 
1.10 
0.02 
0.48 
0.96 
0.68 
1.0,5 
1.12 
1.38 
1.46 
0.88 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
1.06 
1.09 
0.62 
1.61 
1.61 
1.61 
O.?J 
0.80 
0.47 
o.so 
1.2,5 
aSource: thlian Pacific Railroad, Dec., 19.59. 
b Rate divided by 106.8, the nUDiber of oans per 100 pounds. Sterile 
ccncent.rate 1s reported to weigh 46.8 pounds per case of .50 cans. 100 + 
46 .8 = 2,137 .50 cans x 2.137 = 106.8 cane per 100 pounds. 
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with packaged whole milk as is likely to be the case until sufficient 
sales volume of concentrate develops to warrant specialized distribution. 
Several studies have been made which point out that wholesale 
delivery cost decreases with size of delivery. In a Minneapolis stuczy 
referred to by l1athis (32, p . 8), the following costs were cited: 
Size of delivery 
10 quarts 
)) quarts 
50 quarts (avera;;e delivery) 
150 quarts 
Cost per guart of mill< 
10.64 cents 
).84 cents 
2.48 cents 
1.12 cents 
A recent stuczy in Los Angeles (2.3, pp.)), .31) likewise showed that 
unit costs decrease rapidly with increases in volume delivered. The 
following are a few of the delivery costs mentioned: 
Volame per stop 
10 quarts 
50 quarts 
100 quarts 
125 quarts (average delivery) 
Delivery cost per unit 
6.40 cents 
2.)) cents 
1.74 cents 
1.60 cents 
150 quarts 1.52 cents 
In a 195.3 stuczy by Allred and Ward (1, p. 19), the delivery cost per 
quart of wholo milk equivalent averaged 1. 7.3 cents in Hontana and 2. 'Y? cents 
in Utah. tlhen the two states were averaged together, the cost was 2.12 
cents per quart. Although no mention was made in the stuczy as to the 
average volume or size of delivery, it would undoubtedly have been less 
than 50 quarts. 
several estimated costs of distributing fresh concentrated milk were 
reviewed in Chapter II. The average cost seemed to be around two cents 
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per quart equivalent of whole milk. This cost of two cents canpares 
quite closely with the cost of distributing a quart of whole milk sho1ill'l 
in the above mentioned studies when size of delivery was between .59 and 
100 quarts. Apparently, the writers who made these estimates considered 
that the distributing costs of fresh concentrate per quart of whole milk 
equivalent would be much the same as the costs of distributing a quart 
of whole milk. 
AsSUIDing an average milk equivalent volume of 4o to 50 quarts per 
wholesale delivery, a cost of 2. 5 cents per quart equivalent appears t o 
be fairly realistic and will be used as standard in all markets considered 
in this study except Los Angeles . Delivery cost in Los Angeles will be 
the l.6o cents per quart equivalent shown as average in the above study 
(23). 
Retail markup of fresh concentrate 
The retail markup or store margin on selected western markets for 
pac kaged whole milk ranged fran 2 to 3 cents per quart (see t~e 14) . 
Now the question is whether the retail markup on fresh concentrated milk 
will be the same per quart equivalent. In other words, will the same 
stores accept a product which will tend to displace sales of whole milk 
at a 3 to l ratio without a compensating markup? If not, then the 
retail markup per third-quart of concentrate would be between two and 
three cents while the markup per quart of fresh concentrate would be 
six to nine cents . 
:-lar d and Cook reported that Safeway Stores, Inc . , were able to 
decrease their store margins on concentrate by 1.5 cents per quart (see 
Chapter II). Such a saving appears reasonable in that fewer items would 
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be handled and less store space wou.ld be required per quart equivalent . 
The retail margins on fresh concentrate to be used in this study will , 
therefore, bo 0.5 cents (1 . ,5 cen t s divided by 3) per quart equivalent 
lower than on packaged whole milk (table ll) . 
Table ll. Retail markup on packaged whole milk and estimat ed markup on 
fresh concentrate per quart equivalent , selected markets, 
1959 
Retail markup 
City ,o/hole milia Fresh concentrate0 
Salt Laka City 
Denver 
Las Vegas 
Los Angeles 
Albuquerque 
Phoenix 
cents per quart equivalent 
2.5 
2.,5 
J.O 
2. 0 
J.5 
2 . ,5 
2. 0 
2. 0 
2.5 
1.5 
J.O 
2. 0 
aFit;ures represent the mode markup per half gallon of whole milk 
divided by t 1ro . Source: Fluid tiilk and Cream Report . 
bEstimated at 0 • .5 cents per quart equivalent less than that on 
packaGed whole milk . See text for discussion . 
Sterile concentrated milk 
Yne distribution method proposed for sterile concentrate is much 
the same as that of evaporated milk ; i . e . , manufacturer to wholesaler 
to retail food stores. In fact, the cost of distributing a can of sterile 
concentrated milk would probably be similar to that for a can of evaporated 
milk of the same size . Because more water is removed, sterile concentrate 
1rould therefore probably have a slightly lower distribution cost per 
quart of whol e milk equivalent than evaporated milk. 1 athis suggested 
t! at the handling and distribution costs of sterile might even approximate 
t wo-thirds the same cost items for evaporated milk (see Chapter II). 
This assumption, however, t-lill not be made in this study. 
Nanufac turers' average monthly selling prices per case of evaporated 
milk were found in Zvaporated, Condensed and D~ Milk Report. B,y averaging 
these price s ove r a year and dividing by 48 , the nu1nbe r of cans in a case, 
an avera~e manufacture r s ' selling price of lJ,Jl cents pe r can was obtained 
for South Western United States and lJ. 23 cents for North 'destern United 
States . fuen these prices are subtracted from retail prices, the remainder 
should represent the wholesale and retail margin (see table 12). These 
sa:ne mar:;ins tlill be used per can of s terile concentrate in establishing 
a poss i ble r etail price . Afte r the distribution of sterile concentrate 
becOCJes wides;n-ead , t he wholesale-retail margin could become sligh~ 
less as sug.;ested by l1athis. 
Tabl e 12. 
St ate 
Idaho 
Colorado 
Ne;; Hexico 
Arizona 
Utah 
tlevada 
California 
Retail price, manufacturers ' aver~e selling price, ana estimated 
uhol esale and retail margin per l/.j.2 ounce can of evaporated 
milk , selected states , 1959 
Hanufacturers' ':lholesale-
Retail price average selling retail margin 
per cana price per canb per can 
cents cent3 cents 
16 . 60 1 ) . 2) J . J7 
16 . 20 l J .Jl 2. 89 
16 . 20 lJ.Jl 2. 89 
16 . 05 l J . Jl 2.74 
16 . 55 lJ. Jl ) . 24 
16 . 60 lJ. Jl ) . 29 
15 . 40 l J .Jl 2.09 
a ~1;nole avera,~e of t he two prices reported for each state in Agricul-
tural Prices-1959 Annua1 3um!l!arv , A. l! . :3 ., tJ . 3. J . A., fashington, D. C. 
b.5:1J:Iple averaJe of t he monthly quotations per case divided by 48 . 
Source: Evapor ated Condensed and Dry Milk Report, A. M. 3,, U. S. D. A., 
,fa shin;;ton, J • .:; • , 1 )5) 
CHAPTER V 
COMPARATIVE PRICE POSITION OF CONCENTRATE 
ON WESTERN MARKETS 
The success of concentrated milk on western markets will depend, 
to a large extent, on the price differential below whole milk at which 
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it can be offered to the consumer. Market results to date indicate that 
at least a two cent dUferential per quart equivalent woulu be necessary 
for fl-esh concentrate. tsome writers feel that a three cent differential 
wou.l.d be needed to gain consumer acceptance. 'l'bere are no market testa 
which inaicate at what differential below the price of whole milk sterile 
concentrate would find con!IU11Ier acceptance, but it would likely be 
between toe differential needed for fl-esh concentrate and the differential 
for evaporated milk , which is about six to seven cents per quart equiva-
lent. 
~summing up the costs of concentrate as developed in ~'bapter Iv, 
it is now possible to make comparisons on each of the selected markets 
which Will show the relative competitive position of each of the supplying 
areas and the margins which would be left for discounting and profit, The 
cost of plaoing packaged Whole milk on these markets has also been 
presentea so that profit margins on concentrate can be compared to those 
on whole milk, Although the buying price for milk and transportation are 
the only costs which vary between supplying areas, other constant costs 
were added in so that the analysis would show ll the margin above cost 
on concentrate was sufficient for discounting necessary to induce 
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consumption, The reader should keep in m1nd that as costs vary fran those 
used in this study, the results will be altered, 
In the tables and following analysis, sterile concentrate I refers 
to a product made fran milk at corxlensery prices, The next to the last 
column of figures in each of the tables represents the margin left for 
possible discount , profit, arxl. above normal selling costs which might be 
necessary in establishing sales on new markets, These margins were 
obtained by subtracting the total estimated cost of placing the given 
product on the market fran the average store retail price per quart of 
packaged whole milk , In the last column of each table, the competitive 
rank or position of each of the supplying areas is indicated b.Y a number: 
1 equals best, 2 equals second best position, etc, Efficient processors 
(medium to large vollll1le) were assumed in all comparisons , 
The reader should remember that although one area may be in a 
better competitive position than another area, competition may never 
develop because of trade barriers , It would be reasonable to conclude, 
however, that if a surplus milk area could place concentrate on a market 
at a substantial profit, more money and effort would be spent in an 
attempt to break down trade barriers that exist, Even with present 
trade barriers, sterile concentrate , being a canned product, will likely 
move without restriction, 
Salt Lake City Market (see table 1)) 
Whole milk 
Of the considered supplies of packaged whole milk, a Logan processor 
would be in the lowest cost or greatest profit position on the Salt Lake 
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Table lJ. Estimated cost of placing whole mllk and concentrated mllk 
on the Salt Lake City market, selected origins, 1959 
J:l $1 
~ N tl 
., 
., 
~ Cl> r~ ., ~t-1 ..... ., orl !~ CI>O :1r~ ~~ ~~ £~ ~bO ~ ~~ ~8 ~~ 0 0 R8 ... 8 E-<0 
Cants per quart equivalent 
Whole mllk 
Local ll.46 4.00 o.oo 2 • .50 2 • .50 20.46 2.54 J 
Logan 9.17 " 0.28 II " 18.4.5 4 • .5.5 1 Boise lO.o6 1.27 20.)) 2.67 2 
lviohita lO.ll J.4o 22 • .51 0.49 4 
11adison 8.80 4,92 22. 72 0,28 .5 
Fresh concentrate 
Local ll.76 ;.64 o.oo 2 • .50 2,00 19.90 J,lO .5 
Logan 9.41 " 0.09 II " 17.62 .5.)8 1 Boise lO.JJ 0.42 18.89 4.ll J 
Wichita 10.)7 l.lJ 19.64 ),J6 4 
Hadison 9.0) 1.64 18, 81 4,19 2 
Sterile I 
Local ll.76 4.99 0.00 included ;.24 19.99 J,Ol .5 
Logan 9.41 0.02 in 17.66 .5.)4 1 
Boise 10.)3 0.48 retail 19.o4 3.96 3 
vfichita 10.37 1.09 margin 19.69 ).31 4 
Madison 9.03 1.46 18.72 4.28 2 
Los Angeles ll.76 0.80 20.79 2.21 6 
Sterile II 
Local 6.72 4.99 0. 00 included 3.24 14. 9.5 8.0.5 1 
Logan 6.72 n 0.02 in " 14.97 8.03 2 Boise 6.92 0.48 retail 15. 6) 7.37 3 
Wichita 6.67 1.09 margin 15.99 7.01 4 
Madison 6.88 1.46 16 • .57 6.43 6 
Los flneeles 7.12 0.80 16.1.5 6.8.5 .5 
aSee discussion in Chapter III. sterile I refers to concentrate 
made from miL~ bought at fluid prices. sterile II is made from milk 
bought at condensery prices. Logan and Salt Lake City (SLC) were joined 
in one line on sterile II because costs were the same on all 1:1arkets 
except the local Salt Lake City market. Sterile II from local sources 
in Nevada , Arizona , and !lew Hexico 11as not considered because little or 
no condensery milk or manufacturing grade milk is sold. 
Table 13 (cont.) 
bsee tables 6 and 7. 
ccost of processing whole milk :In paper was obtained by averaging 
the 1958 report costs for a large and medium size pLant and mult1pl.y:!ng 
by 2. 15 , the pounds of milk :In a quart. Source: }!ilk .ll1.str1'butore • 
Sales and Costs , AprU- June , 1959. U, s. Dept. of Agri. For costs of 
process:lng concentrate , see di.scussion :In Chapter IV. 
dsee tables 9 and 10. 
eSee discussion :In Chaptber IV. 
fSee tables ll and 12. 
gDoes not :Include advertising or pranotional expenses . 
hExcept for Las Vegas , the price figure :In the heading represents 
the average retail price per half gallon divi.ded by two. Average was 
made of monthly quotations found :In Uuid MUk and Cream Report . Las 
Vegas price was obtained frQII Hiss ~!able !!artley of the University of 
Nevada. Flgures :In the col1111114 represent the margins which would be 
left for profit and additional selling costs . 
i1 represents the most profitable or least cost position , 2 the 
second most profitable, etc . 
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City market. A salt Lake City processor would be in third position behind 
Boise. The figures indicate that a Boise processor could possibly place 
whole mllk on the Salt Lake City market at a cost slightly under that of 
a local processor. Because high transportation costs would leave little 
if a:rry profit margin, processors from }!adison and Wichita would not be 
able to canpete successfulJ.J' with packaged whole mllk . 
Fresh concentrate 
With fresh concentrate, the canpetitive position of those markets 
farthest aw<q .fran Salt Lake City would be improved. Although a Logan 
processor would still be in a position to make the greatest profit, Madison, 
Wichita, and Boise processors could all supply fresh concentrate at less 
cost than a Salt Lake processor. A two cent discount on .fresh concentrate, 
however, would cut profits of suppliers .fran Logan, Salt Lake, and Boise 
to below those on whole mllk. Th.is would leave only Madison and ',.,richita 
processors with any economic incentive to place .fresh concentrate on the 
Salt Lake City market. A three cent discount would leave only a Madison 
processor with over a cent profit margin. 
Sterile concentrate I 
Because of both low milk buying prices and low transportation costs, 
Logan could place sterile concentrate on the Salt Lake market for the 
least cost. In addition, suppliers .from liichita, Boise, and Madison could 
also place sterile oo the market for less cost than a local Salt Lake 
processor. Sterile concentrate fran Los Angeles would not be canpetitive. 
A three cent discount per quart equivalent would reduce competition to 
only Logan, Madison, and Boise processors. A five cent discount would 
6o 
Table 14, Estinated cost of placing uhole milk and concentrated mill 
on the Denver market, selected origins, 19.59 
s:: 
~ § .., II) N ~ ., ~ Cl) t~ II) ~1 .-l II) ~ ~1 "'" ~l t~ ~ ) ~~ 8~ tl"" ~~ • II) ct~ ct8 ~8 00 <'"'10 ~" NCJ 
Cents per quart equivalent 
Whole milk 
Local 12.57 4,00 2.50 2,50 Zl.57 1.93 4 
Salt Lake City ll.ll6 n 1.71 II n 22.17 1.33 6 
Logan 9.17 1,99 20.16 3.34 l 
Boise 10.06 2.92 Zl.98 1.52 5 
l{ichita lO.ll 1.72 20.83 2.67 3 
Madison 8.80 ~.22 21.02 2,48 2 
Fresh Concentrate 
Local 12.90 3.64 2.50 2.00 21.04 2.46 6 
Salt Lake City ll.76 n 0.57 " n 20,47 3.03 5 Logan 9.41 0.66 18.21 5.29 l I 
Boise 10.33 0.98 19.45 4.05 4 
Hichita 10,37 0.58 19.09 4.41 3 
11adison 9.03 1.07 18.24 5.26 2 
Sterile I 
Local 12.90 4.99 included 2, 89 20.78 2.72 6 
Salt Lake City ll,76 II 0.69 in n 20.33 3.17 5 
Logan 9.41 0.69 retail 17.98 5.52 2 
Boise 10.33 0.96 margin 19.17 4.33 4 
Wichita 10.37 0.62 18.8'7 4.63 3 
Hadison 9.03 0.88 17.79 5.71 l 
Sterile II 
Local 6.72 4.99 included 2, 89 l4.6o 8.90 1 
Logan and in 
Salt Lnke City 6.72 0.69 reta.U 15.29 8.21 3 
Boise 6.92 0.96 urgin 15.76 7.74 5 
Wichita 6.67 o.6z I 15.17 8.33 z Madison 6.88 0.88 1.5.64 7.86 4 
See footnotes on table 13. 
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eliminate all but Logan. At either a three or five cent differential, 
Otah processors would find it more profitable to sell whole milk or even 
fresh concentrate rather than a s terlle concentrate made fran mllk which 
had to be bought at fluid pr i ces. 
Sterile concentrate II 
/lith sterile concentrate processed fran milk bought at condensery 
prices, processors fran all areas except Boise and Logan could offer a 
five cent discount under the retail price of whole milk and still make 
a profit larger than that on their packa~:ed whole mllk . Iith the buying 
price for condensery milk about as low in Utah as any other part of the 
country, Utah processors would be in t he most competitive position ~thile 
the more distant processors, primarily because of higher transportation 
costs, would be in a less competitive position . 
Denver !arket (see table 14) 
./hole milk 
A Lor; an processor appears to be in position to make the most profit 
fran packaged whole milk on the Denver market while a Salt Lake City 
processors' position would be subordinate to all others considered in 
this study . A Logan processor' s principal canpetitors would bo fran 
'.lichita, Madison, and Denver in that order. 
Fresh concentrate 
A two cent discount on fresh concentrate per quart equivalent would 
cut unit profit margins of all suppliers, except Hadison and Boise , below 
those for whole mllk . Even with the lower transportation cost on fresh 
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concentrate, Lo;:; an and Salt Lake processors t.rould find it more profitable 
to sell packaeed whole milk . 
Sterile concentrate I 
A three cent discount per quart equivalent on sterile concentrate 
made from milk boue;ht at fluid prices l{Ould largely eliminate Salt Lake 
and local Denver processors fran canpetition on the Denver market . A 
five cent discount would leave only Lo~an and Madison processors with 
any margin at all , a.'ld then less than one cent . Both Loean and 3alt Lake 
processors would be better off profit-wise Qy trying to sell either 
whole milk or fresh concentrate rather than sterile concentrate I . 
Sterile concentrate II 
On the Denver market, all considered canpeting areas, except possibly 
Logan , could place a sterile concentrate made from milk at condensery 
prices on the market at a discount of five cents and still make a profit 
as lar::;e as on packaged whole milk . A local processor, should there be 
one, would be in the most canpetitive position followed by dichita and 
then Logan or Salt Lake . 
Las VeRas 1arket (see table 15) 
.~hole milk 
'lith packaeed tmole milk , a Logan processor would hold the most 
advantageous position cost-wise; followed by a Los Angeles processor , a 
local processor, and a Boise processor. A Salt Lake Ci~ processor, 
howewr, would still be able to make about the same profit margin as on 
the local Salt Lake market. Transportation costs would leave Wichita and 
~ladison processors with canparatively small margins . 
6) 
Table 15. Estimated cost of placing whole milk and concentrated milk 
on the Las Vegas market , selected origins, 1959 
'0 I 
0:: .. 
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Cents per quart equivalent 
Whole milk 
Local 12.22 4,00 o.oo 2.50 ),00 21.72 J ,28 2 
Salt Lake City 11.46 1.50 " " 22.46 2.54 5 Logan 9.17 1.78 20.45 4.55 1 
Boise 10.06 2. 28 21.84 ).16 4 
Wichita 10.11 4.12 2J,?J 1.27 6 
Madison 8,80 6.)8 24,68 0.)2 7 
Los Angeles 11.46 0,82 21.78 J,22 J 
Fresh Concentrate 
Local 12. 54 J,64 o.oo 2. 50 2.50 21.18 ). 82 7 
Salt Lake City 11. 76 0.50 " " 20.90 4,10 6 Logan 9.41 0.59 18,64 6.)6 1 
Boise 10.:3:3 0.76 19.7:3 5.27 2 
Wichita 10 . :37 1 . :37 20 . )8 4. 62 4 
Madison 9.0) 2,1J 19. 80 5.20 J 
Loa Angeles 11.76 0,28 20.68 4,J2 5 
sterile T 
Salt I.ake City 11.76 4.99 0.57 included J, 29 20 . 61 4. )9 6 
Logan 9.41 " o,57 in • 18.26 6.74 1 Boise lO,JJ 0 , 68 retail 19.29 5.71 J 
Wichita 10,)7 1.61 margin 20,26 4.74 4 
Madison 9.0) 1.70 19.01 5. 99 2 
Loa Angeles 11.76 0.47 20.51 4.49 5 
Sterile II 
Logan and 
Salt Lake City 6. 72 4.99 0,57 included J,29 15.57 9.4J 1 
Boise 6. 92 • 0,68 in 15.88 9.12 J 
Wichita 6, 67 1.61 retail 16.56 8,44 4 
Madison 6. 88 1.70 margin 16.86 8.14 5 
Los Angeles 7.12 0,47 15. 87 9.13 2 
See footnotes on table lJ, 
Fresh concentrate 
About the only effect fresh concentrate would have is to bring 
processors fran •lichita and Hadison more into competition. A Logan 
processor would still remain in the best profit making position of those 
suppliers considered, but a Salt Lake processor would drop to next to 
last position. A two or three cent discount per quart equivalent would 
lower profit margins of Utah processors below those for packaged whole 
milk. Only a Hadison and a l·lichita processor would gain fran placing 
fresh concentrate on the Las Vegas market instead of whole milk. 
Sterile concentrate I 
All considered supplying areas could offer at least a three cent 
discount on sterile concentrate made fran milk bought at fluid prices 
and still make a profit on the Las Vegas market , A five cent di~count 
would tend to reduce competition to suppliers from Logan, Madison, and 
Boise. 1/ith either a three or five cent discount, sterile concentrate 
I would not bring as great a return to Utah processors as would .packaged 
•mole milk or fresh corw::entrate, At a five cent discount Logan would 
still make over one cent profit per quart equivalent, but Madison and 
Boise processors would make less than one cent profit. 
Sterile concentrate II 
The fi,eures indicate that a Logan or Salt processor would make as 
great a profit on sterile concentrate made fran milk at coodensery prices 
as any other of the supplying areas. All areas could offer a five or six 
cent discount per quart equivalent and still realize a sizeable profit. 
The areas which would tend to benefit most from sterile concentrate would 
be Hadison and lfichita, 
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Los Apgeles MArket (see table 16) 
\:/hole milk 
The figures indicate that the cost of placing packaged whole milk 
fran Salt Lake Cicy on the Los Angeles market would be about as great 
as the return. A Logan processor, however, would be in a good competi-
tive position although profit margin would be less than that for a Los 
Angeles processor. Competition from other areas appears unlikely because 
of the high transportation costs. 
Fresh concentrate 
A two cent discount per quart equivalent on fresh concentrate 
would largely limit canpetition on the Los Angeles market to Logan, 
Boise, Madison, and Los Angeles processors. A Logan processor would 
be in the best profit making position. At a two cent discount, processors 
from Boise, Madison, and Logan would eain more profit per quart equiva-
lent fran fresh concentrate than fran packaged whole milk. At a three 
cent discount, however, profits would be below those on whole milk. 
Sterile concentrate I 
A three cent discount per quart equivalent on sterile concentrate 
made from milk bought at fluid prices would leave only Logan, Madison, 
and Boise processors with any profit margin on the Los Angeles market. 
Both a Logan and a Boise processor could make more profit on fresh whole 
milk or fresh co!'¥lentrate than on sterile concentrate I. A discount of 
five cents would make it impossible for any of the areas to sell sterile 
concentrate I at a profit. 
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Table 16. Estimated cost of placing whole milk and concentrated milk 
on the Los Angeles market, selected origins, 1959 
.: 
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Cents per quart equivalent 
Whole milk 
Local 11.46 4,00 l.6o 2.00 19.06 2.69 1 
Salt Lake City 11.46 2.47 " 21.5:3 0.22 4 
Logan 9.17 2.75 19.52 2.23 2 
Boise 10.06 2,97 20.63 1.12 3 
Wichita 10.11 4.69 22.40 loss 
Madison 8.80 7.12 23.52 loss 
Fresh Concentrate 
Local 11.76 3.64 1.6o 1.50 18.50 3.25 4 
Salt Lake City 11.76 0.82 " 19.32 2.43 6 Logan 9.41 0.9?. 17.07 4,68 1 
Boise 10. :33 0.99 18.06 J.69 2 
Wichita 10.37 ~ • .56 18.67 J,08 5 
Madison 9.03 2.37 18.14 3.61 3 
Sterile I 
Local 11.76 4.99 included 2,09 18.84 2.91 4 
Salt Lake City 11.76 0.86 in II 19.70 2.05 6 
Logan 9.41 0.86 retail 17.35 4.40 1 
Boise 10.33 1.05 margin 18.46 3.29 J 
Wichita 10.37 1.61 19.06 2.69 5 
Madison 9.03 1.70 17. 81 3.94 2 
Sterile II 
Local 7.12 4.99 included 2.09 14.20 7.55 1 
Logan and in 
Salt Lake City 6.72 0.86 retail 14.66 7.09 2 
Boise 6.92 1.05 margin 15.05 6.70 3 
Wichita 6.67 1.61 15.36 6.)9 4 
Madison 6.88 1.70 15.66 6.09 5 
See footnotes on table lJ. 
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sterile concentrate II 
A locally processed sterile concentrate made fran milk at condensery 
price would have a slight advantage over a Logan or .>alt Lake product on 
the Los .Angeles market. Most supplying areas could offer a !ive cent 
discount and still make a profit larger than they ooul.4 on packaged whole 
milk or fresh concentrate, although the remaining profit would be less 
than for sterile concentrate placed on any or the other markets con-
sidered in this study. 
Phoenix !1arket (see table 17) 
I:Jhole milk 
Of · the possible supplying areas, on.ly Logan could place whole milk 
on the Phoenix market at a lower cost than a local processor. A Salt 
Lake processor would enj~ little if any profit margin. 
Fresh concentrate 
.-11th a two cent discount per quart equivalent on fresh concentrate, 
all areas e.xcept Salt Lake City and Los .Angeles could sell fresh concen-
trate and still retain at least a one cent profit margin on the Phoenix 
market. Even though a Logan processor could make a larger profit on 
the sale of fresh concentrate than any other area, a two or three cent 
discount would lower profit margins below those on packaged whole milk. 
Sterile concentrate I 
IV'ith a three cent discount, all considered supplying areas except 
salt Lake City could place sterile concentrate made fran milk at fluid 
price on the Phoenix market and make sane profit, Logan having the largest 
profit margin. A Logan processor could make more money per quart equivalent 
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Table 17. Estimated coet of placing whole milk and concentrated milk 
on the Phoenix market, selected origins, 1959 
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Cents per quart equivalent 
Whole milk 
Local 11.64 4.00 2.50 2.50 20.64 2.51 2 
Salt Lake City 11.46 2.46 22 . 92 0.23 6 
Logan 9.17 2.74 20 .91 3.24 1 
Boise 10.06 3.72 22.78 0.37 5 
Wichita 10.11 3.50 22. 61 0.54 4 
~!adison 8.80 5.85 23,65 loss 
Los Angeles 11.46 1.30 21.76 1.39 3 
Fresh Concentrate 
Local 11. 94 3. 64 2,50 2.00 20,08 3.07 5 
Salt Lake City 11.76 0,82 " 20.72 2.43 7 Logan 9.41 0.91 18. 46 4.69 1 
Boise 10.33 1.24 19.71 3.44 4 
\{ichita 10. 37 1.17 19.68 3.47 3 
Madison 9.03 1.95 19.12 4.03 2 
Los Angeles 11.76 0.43 20.33 2, 82 6 
Sterile I 
Local 11.94 4.99 included 2.74 19.67 3.48 4 
Salt Lake City 11.76 0.98 in 20,47 2,68 7 
Logan 9.41 0.98 retail 1e.o2 5.03 1 
Boise 10.33 1.12 margin 19.18 3. 97 3 
Wichita 10.37 1.61 19.71 3.44 5 
~!adison 9.03 1.70 18.46 4.69 2 
Los Angeles 11.76 0.50 19.99 3.16 6 
sterile II 
Logan and 
Salt Lake City 6.72 4.99 0.98 included 2.74 15.43 7.72 2 
Boise 6. 92 • 1.12 in " 15.77 7.38 3 Wichita 6.67 1.61 retail 16.01 7.14 4 
Madison 6.88 1.70 margin 16. 31 6. 84 5 
Los Angel es 7.12 0.50 15.35 7.80 1 
See footnotes on table 13. 
sellin;; whole milk, however. With a five cent discount, no area trould 
find it profitable to sell sterile concentrate I on the Phoenix market. 
Sterile concentrate II 
;.lith a sterile concentrate made fran milk at condensery prices, 
again all areas could offer a discount of five cents under the local 
price of whole milk and still make a profit about as large as on whole 
milk. A Los Angeles processor would be in the best canpetitive position 
with a Logan or Salt Lake City processor slightly less competitive . 
Madison and :vichita processors would have the Slllallest profit margins of 
the considered suppliers . 
Albuquerque 11arket (see table 18) 
Whole milk 
Processors in all considered supplying areas could make a profit 
with packaged whole milk on the Albuquerque market. Logan would be in 
a position to make a slightly larger profit than second place Wichita. 
Althou&h a Salt Lake processor would be in fifth place, a profit margin 
as large as on the local Salt Lake City market would still be possible. 
Fresh concentrate 
The top four competitors with fresh concentrate on the Albuquerque 
market appear to be Lo; an, J~adison , \lichita, and Boise processors, in that 
order. Salt Lake would rank fifth, slightly ahead of Los Angeles and 
Albuquerque. A two cent discount per quart equivalent would still leave 
profit margins on fresh concentrate above those on whole milk for all 
except local and Salt Lake City processors . \iith a three cent discount, 
only Madisoo would retain a profit margin above that possible on packaged 
whole milk. 
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Table 18. Estimated cost of placing whole milk and concentrated milk 
on the Albuquerque market, selected origins, 1959 
.:: 
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Cents per quart equivalent 
Whole milk 
Local 12.55 4.00 2.50 ).50 22.55 ).95 J 
Salt Lake City 11.46 2.09 2).55 2.95 5 
Logan 9.17 2.)7 21 • .54 4.96 1 
Boise 10.06 ).56 2).62 2.88 6 
Wichita 10.11 2.15 22.26 4.24 2 
l'.adison 8.80 4.42 2).22 ).28 4 
Los Angeles 11.46 2.66 24.12 2.)8 7 
Fresh concentrate 
Local 12.88 ),64 2.50 ).00 22.02 4,48 7 
Salt Lake City 11.76 0,70 
" " 
21.6o 4.90 5 Logan 9.41 0.79 19.)4 7.16 1 
Boise 10.)) 1.19 20.66 5.84 4 
Wichita 10.)7 0.72 20,2) 6.27 3 
Madison 9.03 1.47 19.64 6.86 2 
Los Angeles 11.76 0.89 21.7') 4.71 6 
Sterile I 
Local 12.88 4.99 included 2,89 20.76 5.74 6 
Salt Lake City 11.76 1.10 in " 20.74 5.76 5 Logan 9.41 1.10 retail 18.)9 8.11 2 
Boise 10.33 1.)8 margin 19.59 6.91 4 
Wichita 10.37 0.7) 18.98 7.52 3 
Madison 9.03 1.06 17.97 8.53 1 
Los Angeles 11.76 1.33 20.97 5.53 7 
Sterile II 
Logan and 
Salt Lake City 6.72 4. 99 1.10 included 2.89 15.70 10.80 2 
Boise 6.Q2 
" 1..38 in 16.18 10.32 4 Wichita 6.67 0.7) retail 15.28 11.22 1 
Madison 6.88 1.06 margin 15.82 10.68 3 
Los Angeles 7.12 1.33 16.)) 10.17 5 
See footnotes on table 1). 
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Sterile concentrate I 
~largins appear high enough that all except a local processor could 
offer a discount of three cents on ierile concentrate made from milk at 
nuid price and st1ll make about as much profit as would be possible on 
packaged whole milk or fresh concentrate. With a discount of five cents, 
all areas could st1ll make some profit on the Albuquerque market. Ex-
cept for J1adison, this profit per quart equivalent would be below that 
on packaged whole milk or fresh concentrate , howewr, Regardless of the 
discount, Madison would be the most competitive with Logan second. Salt 
Lake City, local, and Los Angeles processors would be in the poorest 
competitive positions . 
Sterile concentrate U 
Because of the high local price of whole milk, all areas could place 
sterile concentrate made from milk at condensery price on the Albuquerque 
market at discounts of five cents per quart equivalent and st1ll make 
greater profits than would be possible on aey of the other considered 
products. Wichita would be 1n the 1110st competitive position with Logan 
or Salt Lake City in second place . 
CHAPI'ER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
During the last two decades production of milk in Utah has i~ 
creased at a faster rate than population. This has caused the market 
milk industry in Utah to go from a favorable supply-consumption bal-
ance to one of coosiderable excess supply. This excess market milk 
must either be shipped out of state as fluid milk , or receive a lower 
price and be used in manufactured products . 
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Three factors would help alleviate the situation: (a) a more rapid 
i ncrease in peculation th an production, (b) an expansion of out-of-state 
markets, and (c ) a greater per capita consumption. Of the three, ex-
pansion into new markets appears the quickest and most likely means of 
increasing returns to Utah's dairy industry. 
A principle limiting factor to market expansion, aside from trade 
barriers, has been the cost of transporting whole milk . Thrcugh a new 
concentration process , however, milk can be reduced to one-third ite 
original volume for transportation yet retain ita fresh flavor when 
reconstituted. There are two kinds of concentrated milk: fresh and 
sterile. Fresh concentrate can be handled in bulk or paper cartons and 
requires refrigeration while s terile concentrate is a canned product 
usually having a shelf life of several months without refrigeration. 
Both products would reduce the transportation cost of milk by about 
two-thirds, 
Concentrated milk might not only be a more profitable outlet for 
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Utah surplus milk, but a means to broaden markets and increase sales. 
On the other hand, concentrated milk might also be a means by which 
other areas of surplus production could enter western markets and out-
canpete Utah milk. The purpose of this study has been, therefore 1 to 
evaluate what the possible competitive position of Utah milk concentrate 
might be on selected potential market~ 
The potential markets for Utah milk as well as Utah 1 s possible 
ccmpetitors on these markets ~rere detennined by looking at interregional 
and intraregional production-consumption balances. The markets where 
expansion appeared likely for Utah milk included cities in Utah, Colo-
rado, Nevada , Prizona, and New Mexico. California might possibly be-
come a market. Possible competition on these markets (besides local 
processors) could come from processors in Idaho, California, Kansas, 
and Wisconsin. 
The buying price used for milk going into fresh concentrate in 
each of the supplying areas was the same as that for packaged Utah milk. 
Two buying prices were used for milk going into sterile concentrate! 
the fluid or class I price and the condensery price. This was done 
because of the uncertainty as to which class will be used. Processing 
costs for efficient plants were developed from published material . 
Transportation costs were obtained from milk dealers and transporting 
agencies. Delivery costs and retail margins were derived from those on 
packaged Utah milk and evaporated milk . 
Using cost data, figures were developed which would represent the 
lowest price at which efficient processore in Utah and competing areas 
could place whole milk , fresh concentrate, and sterile concentrate on 
selected narkets. \!hen such prices were compared with each other and 
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to the retail stor e price for packaged whole milk , the following observa-
tions and conclusions were made: 
1. On all of the considered markets , a Logan, Utah processor would 
be as compet itive with whol e milk , fresh concentrate , and sterile concen-
trate as any of the other selected suppl iers . Except with whole milk on 
the local Salt LaY.e City market and with a s terile concentrate made from 
from milk at condensery prices , a Salt La~e are a processor would seldom 
be in a very good competitive position . This difference between the 
positions of the two supplying areas of Utah was alMost entirely due to 
the lower buying price in Logan for milk going into fluid use . 
2. For Utah pr ocessor s , fresh concentrate does not appear to be a 
more profitable means for expansion on most western markets than does 
whole milk. This is because the discount necessary for concentrate to 
sell wculd be as great or greater than the s aving in transportation 
costs . The markets which appeared the most f avorable for Utah fresh 
concentrate were Albuquerque and Los Angeles . On these two markets , a 
two- cent discount could leave Utah processors with a slightly larger 
profit margin than on whole milY . A three- cent discount , however , 
;rould decrease margins to bela~>r those for whole milk . 
J. Although Utah processors could likely place at Western markets 
a sterile concentrate made from milk at fluid prices for less total cost 
than either fresh concentrate or packaged whol e milk, the discount 
needed to gain consumer acceptance would probably lower profit margins 
to below those on the alternative products . Since sterile concentrate I 
would probably cr oss trade bar r iers restricting movement of fresh concen-
trate and packaged whol e milk, however , it cou l d still be a profitable 
means of market expansion for at least a Logan processor . 
h. A sterile concentrate made from milk at condensery prices or 
prices below t hose for milk going into fluid use appears to be the 
greatest potential market expander of those products considered. A 
three to five-cent discount per quart equivalent on t his product below 
the retail price of whole milk would still leave Utah processors with 
good profit margins, perhaps as large as on whole nrl.lk. Although the 
producer would r eceive less than fluid prices for this milk, the blend 
or average price for all milk night be raised slightly. This would 
likely occur, however, only if the product were used primarily for ex-
pansion on markets other than local. 
5. The product with the greatest potential threat to local Utah 
markets would likely be a sterile concentrate made from milk bought at 
condensery prices or at least at prices below those for milk going into 
fluid use. A profit incentive appears to exist for such a product to 
come into Utah from at l eas t several areas. 
6 . Lower processing costs in one area tltan another, use of a 
backhaul to lower transportation costs, and greater decreases in dis-
tribution coste or retail margins for concentrate; could one or all 
affect the competitive relationship between Utah processors and those 
from other areas. \•lhen more complete cost data are available on milk 
concentrate , or if a processor has his own cost data to enter into the 
analysis, the conclusions should be re-evaluated . 
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